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,{bstract

Light energy is one of the many factors that affects a tree's growth. Certain types of

trees are extremely shade intolerant (e.g. Jack pine). In many cases, they perish if they are

shaded excessively by neighbouring trees for an extended period of time. Ray tracing,

bounding volume analysis, visible-surface deærmination, and clipping algorithms [Glas89,

Kund87, ORou82l are required to evaluate the light energy absorbed by the trees during the

growth period. This will take into account the position and size of nearby trees, and the

latitude and longitude of the trees will be used to compute the actual unit sun vector at a

specific minute, with corrections applied to the incident light energy factors.

The present research intends to build an application which can be used to simulate

the tree growth in the boreal forest, and to indicate the practical usage and importance of

these graphics æchniques for solving computational problems.
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X,. Introduction

l.L Eackground

Jack Pine is a boreal two-needled conifer native to North America. In the Uniæd

States, it can be found in the northern portions of Minnesota, 'Wisconsin, Michigan and

Maine. In Canada, its growth area extends from the Maritime provinces to Alberta and the

Northwest Territories. Jack Pine is most abundant in the region extending through central

Saskarchewan, central and south-eastern Manitoba, and much of western and central Ontario

[Hal143].

Jack Pine is a medium-sized, relatively short-lived (80 to 100 years) species. In

typical sites, it can grow to 15 to 20 meters in height and 20 to 30 cm in diameter at breast

height (DBH) [Kenk88]. Jack Pine produces serotinous cones that normally do not shed

their seed until the occrrrrence of wild fire that destroys an area of the foresl Following the

fire, the seeds are released and they immediaæly germinate on the exposed, inorganic

substraæs. As there is now a lack of competitors and an increase in available nutrients, the

seedlings can grow relatively fast in the first year. Under good growing condiúons, these

new stands can reach a height of 1.5 meters by ages 4 to 6 years and a height of 6 meters by

18 years. This natural phenomenon results in the establishment of pure, even-aged stands

over large a¡eas of the boreal forest.

Jack Pine is considered to be one of the most shade-intoierant of northern trees

[Fowe65]. In the early stage of growth, Jack Pine are often established at a very high stand

density. As the trees become taller and larger, local competition for light energy becomes

more important than for water and nutrient from the soil. Large trees shade their smaller

neighbours, and eventually the smaller neighbours die out. In most cases, the stands

undergo substantial self-thinning by ages 25 to 30 [Yan75].



During the 1950's and 1960's a large number of long-term research projects on Jack

Pine were undertaken in the prairie provinces [Cayf67]. These studies indicate that high

initial stand densities and substantial mortality (the resuit of self-thinning) are common in

naturally-established Jack Pine stands. The mortality rate of Jack Pine is higher than any

other northern tree species [Buch83, Harc87], and the vast majority of trees in the stand die

before the next recurrent fire. An extreme example of Jack Pine's mortaüty trend is found in

Riding Mountain, Manitoba [Cayf67]. At the time this particular plot was established and

begin to be monitored, there were 68,884 ten-year old trees per hectare. After 40 years of

growth, only I,476 trees per hectare remained. The self-thinning process left only 5.3

percent of the initial population (i.e., the mortality rate for 10 to 50 years is about equal to

95 percent).In a more typical example [Bell74], a stand in Sandilands region of Manitoba at

age 18 averaged 6,000 üees per hectare. By age 50, this stand was reduced to 1,527 trees per

hectare (the mortality for 18 to 50 years is about equal to 75 percent).

Yarranton [Yarr75] found that the majority of mortality in Jack Pine stands in

Ontario occurs between the ages of 25 and 55. A similar result was obtained for an

unthinned Jack Pine control plot in southeastern Manitoba [Bell74]. This plot is still being

monitored.

A major fînding in Bella and deFrancischi's study [Bel174] is that growth in Jack

Pine is dependent on current tree size, with the smallest trees in the stand having the smallest

diameter increase. Smaller tress are also more likely to die: in one study, percent mortality

over a 35 year period (ages 20-55) was 89 percent for the smallest diameter class, 38

percent for the inærmediate diameter class, and only 6 percent for the largest diameter class.



X."2 Erief introduction of other rnodels

A fi¡st order approximation for forest managers is the forest yield table. These
tables are based on extensive surveys of a large number of forest stands, and mean values
from fitæd regression models are generally presenæd. They summarize trends in stancl

density, tree size and expected yield with stand age over various site ciasses. plonski

[Plon8l] presents yield summaries for Jack Pine in the boreal forest of Ontario across rhree

site classes (good, intermediate and poor). Payandeh [Paya73] has formulated Plonski's
yield tables [Plon81] using stepwise multiple linear regression analysis. Bella [Bell68]
provides detailed yield tables for Jack Pine in South-Eastern Manitoba in five separate site

classes.

As computation became more available, foresters moved toward dynamic models of
stand development over time [Shug84]. Many different models were developed in Canada,

reflecting the importance of the forest industry to the economy of this country. One

modelling approach tried to validate yield tables results [Beil71, Hegy74]- The more recenr

models use a mechanistic approach, which a¡e based on inter-tree competition for limiting
resources (soil, water, light, etc.), in deærmining stand development and dynamics. The

major advantage of mechanistic models is that they are truly predictive, however, they are

also computationally intensive.

The dynamic mechanistic forest model can be divided into 'forest-growth' and

'community dynamic' approaches [Dale85]. Forest growth models are generally derived

from extensive growth records using a regression analysis approach. The growth functions

derived from this analysis are usually used to predict expected tree diameter increments

under given siæ and stand conditions. This approach is generally applied to managed forest,

and such models are closely tied to site-specific data for their calibration [Hosk95].
Community dynamic models consider the interaction between the tree species and their

environment on forest development, and are used to ascertain the feedback between tree

species and environment on forest stand development. These models can be aspatial (i.e.

individual tree positions are not considered) or spatial (i.e. individual tree positions are

specified). Most of these models are based on the idea that optimal open-grown tree

attributes (e.g. growth, crown size) are reduced as a result of competitive interactions

[Dale85].



1.2.7. Jabow a./Foret Model

The earliest'community dynamics'foresr model was JABOWA [Botk72; Shug84].

This model was originally developed to examine vegetation dynamics in northern hardwood

forests. A modified version of this model is FORET [Shug77]. Here, the growth rate is

equated to the open-grown growth rate multiplied by a series of species specific "growth

modifying function" (GMF). Trees are assigned to one of two or three tolerance classes

[Botk93], and each class is assigned a different GMF. It is important to note thar both

JABOWA and FORET models are not spatially explicit and both models use the Beer-

Lambert law to determine light availability.

1.2.2. Sortie Model

The SORTIE model, recently developed by Pacala et al. [Paca93], is a

modification/extension of JABOV/A-FORET models. The individuai tree's growth is
modelled as a function of the relative resource availability. This model focuses mainly on

compeútion for light. It uses the "general light index" (GL[) [Canh88], and takes account of
the sun's movements to deærmine the light availability of the growth function. GLI at a

given tree is deærmined by the size and the nearby neighbouring trees'locations [Hosk95].
Using SORTIE, Pacala [Paca93] found that nonvertical shading and illumination (i.e. the

size and proximity of neighbours, and sun angle) are very important in determining the

individual tree's growth behaviour.

1,.2.3. Ecological Field Theory Models

Ecological field theory (EFf) [Wu85, Walk89, Paca86] models are individuatly-

based, spatially explicit, and driven by relative resource availability. REGROW model

[Mou93a] is used to simulate the vegetation dynamics of early regrowth (following

clearcuning) in northern hardwood forest. The light availability in the model is based on the

distribution of leaves, foliage transparency, and the irradiance obtained using the Beer-

Lambert Law. SPGROW model [Mou93b], a modification of REGROW, was developed to

consider both the slope and latitude (solar declinaúon) in determining light supply. Note

that EFT avoids the use of competition indices, relyrng insæad on a geometric representation

of root/crown a¡chitecture.

AT



1.2.4. Modular Foliage and Crown Development Model

Sorrensen-Cothern et al. [Sorr93] developed a complex forest model that recognizes

that plants compete not only with their neighbours di¡ectly; rather, components or modules

of a plant (e.g. individual branches) compeæ with those of its neighbours and itself. This
'localized' view of interaction, in which individual modules compete with one another, is

probably most useful in shade-tolerant,long-lived tree species [Hosk95].

1,.2.5. Spatial Pattern Models

Relatively few models have explicitly focused on the spatial pattern of mortality in

forest stands. Such considerations are particularly important in boreal forest stands, which

are often even-aged and monodominant, and undergo substantial self-thinning. Differential

mortality in Jack Pine stands, leading to the creation of regular spaúal patterns in the

surviving individuals has been found [Kenk88, Kenk89] and confirmed by the Leps and

Kindlmann's model [Iæps87].



1"3 Motivation

In most of the previous models, sunlight is assumed to come from directly overhead

or to be diffised light so that seasonal changes in light availability are not considered.

As previously mentioned, Jack Pine produces serotinous cones that open

immediaæly foilowing a crown fre. The large number of seeds that are released germinate

in the same year, establishing extensive, even-aged, pure stands [Botk93]. Jack Pine is ideal

for study of competition occurring within a species.

The boreal forest is dominaæd by monospecific, even-aged and relatively short-lived

coniferous trees. These stands are subject to regular repeated large-scale disturbances on a

time scale less than or equal to the normal life span of a tree. For example, fire is a recurrent

phenomenon in the boreal forest, occurring approximately every 80 to 120 years in

Canadian boreal forest.

7,eide [Zeid8O] concluded that light should be considered as the most important

factor determining tree growth. Competition for light is overwhelmingly 'one-sided' since

light is directional and light attenuation is strong even through a single layer of leaves.

Complex models have been developed to examine light inærception in forest canopies. Such

models are required since the Beers-Lambert law assumes random distribution of foliage

and this is not a reasonable assumption.

A boreal forest growth model should emphasize inter-individual interactions in pure,

even-aged stands. Since mortality through self-thinning is high in even-aged boreal forest

stands [Cayf67], models should explicitly consider spatial information in modelling

interactions between individuals. Plants respond to the size and proximity of their immediate

neighbours; that is, the perceived 'local environment' is critical to deærmining individual

performance. Mechanisms of plant interaction arc largely obscured if local interactions are

ignored. In addition, the plant interactions are not a direct effect of neighbours on

individuals. Instead, the modifred neighbourhood conditions reduce the resource availabiüty.

The space occupied by an individual tree is an indication of the composite of all resources

available for growth.



1."4 Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to develop a light availability deærminarion analysis
based on ray tracing and computational geometry algorithms. This analysis is then applied
to a spatially explicit, pure and even-aged Jack Pine stands in a simple dynamic model. The
light competition and mortality of this model demonstrates the practical usage and
importance of these graphics æchniques for approaching the modeling of biological
problems.

This research was divided into three stages. The first stage was the plot
establishment (defining the initial conditions), where both human factors in graphical design

[DeSo89, Shne92, Appl92] and data definition lÃhre7Z, KindT6l were the major concerns.

SuperCard, HyperCard and other object orienæd tools were used in the implementarion of
this stage.

The second stage was the growth simulaúon [Law82, Triv82], which involved
shading analysis and internal energy calculation. Ray tracing, bounding volume analysis and

visible-surface determination [Glas89, Kund87, ORou82] were used to evaluate the light
energy absorbed by the trees during the growth period, in comparison to the use of Beer-

Lambert's law [Botk72, Shug84, Shug77] to calculate the irradiated index, or the usage of
the GLI approach [Paca93].

In this research, the exact location (latitude and longitude) of the forest stand, and

spatial information on individuals in the plot, were used to compute the actual unit sun

vector at a specific time and corrections applied to the incident light energy factors using

methods outlined in Tarb88, Duff88 and Harr60. A Ray tracer, Pascal and C programs, and

different computer graphics analysis tools were used in this stage- The simulation process

rv¿¡s run on the main UND( server of the Computer Science Deparunent

The third and last stage used various visualization [Fire93, Fole87] and animation

æchniques [Fole94], such as QuickTime movies, to assist in modelling and evaluating the

tree growth and the interpretation of the output data. Appropriate tables and graphs were

also used to represent the enormous amount of data resulted from the simulation process.



1.5 Chapter Overview

Chapær two will discuss the starting elements of the simuiation, namely, data
definition, tree representation and creation of the initial plor

Chapter three will discuss the basic idea of the light vector, bounding volume and

shading analysis. The complete shading/illuminating determination algorithm and

çunnlatiys üluminating ratio will be presented here as well.

Chapær four will discuss how the internal energy increment, height and crown
growth are calculated. The threshold plane concept will be introduced, as well as how all
these factors tie together.

Chapær five will compare the result of the simulation of a control plot in southern

Manitoba with the Payandeh's regression equations and the field observation. This chapter

will conclude the thesis with a summary of the model and future developments.



2" Model Approach

2"1. trntroduction

This research made use of the data from previous studies to assist in setting up a

dynamic model of the spatially-explicit, pure and even-aged Jack Pine stands in the boreal

foresl Specifically, Plonski's [Plon81] and Bella's [Bell71] studies were used initially to
develop this simulation model. The aim was to adjust all the parameters in the simulation to

obtain a close agreement with Plonski's [Plon81] yield tables and Payandeh's [Paya73]
regression equations before atæmpting to apply this simulation to other areas.

In order to simulate the growth process, two types of information are required,

namely, initiat and dynamic attribuæs. The initial information includes individual attributes,

species attributes, and plolsiæ attributes- The dynamic information are those anributes that

vary during the simulation process. The dynamic attributes, along with the algorithm to

deærmine each of them, is discussed in detail in Chapærs 3 and 4-

Section 2.2 gives a definition of various attributes used in the simulation model.

Apart from using the actual field data for the simulation process, this research also

developed a stand-alone application which enables the user to define and set up a'fictitious'

plot by specifying all of the initial attributes required to build the plot. Section 2.3 bnefly
presents the graphical user interface of this application. Section 2.4 discusses the

geometrical representation of the trees and the triangulaúon method used.



2"2 Defïnition of Attributes

2.2.1 Individual Attributes

Height, measured in meters, is needed ûo define initial tree heights, and these heights
are normally distributed [Kind76], with a user specifred mean and standard deviation. DBH
is the diameær at breast height and is also measured in merers. The iniriat DBH values are

also distributed normally [Kind76] with a user specified mean and standa¡d deviation. Age
is the variable that represents the actual age of each tree in the plor The trees in Plonski's

[Plon8l] yield tables ile at age20 years and hence t]re initial simulation sr¿rrd is made up of
trees that are already 20 years old.

Height to crown is measured in meters and is a measure of the height from the

ground to the bottom of the crown. This attribute also gives the crown length, which is
simply the difference between the tree height and the height to crown value. Crown base

radius is the radius of the crown base, measured in meters.

The initial internal energy attribute is used to determine the growth condition of the

tree. This attribute can vary from 0 to a predetermined maximum value- In this study, the

maximum value is set at 1.25. The internal energy changes throughout the simulation
process. If the inærnal energy value is less than 0, then the tree is considered to be dead and

has no influence in subsequent calculation steps. The internal energy concept is discussed

in greater detail in Chapter 4.

2.2.2 Species Attributes

The shade intolerance coefficient ct, is a species specific attribute, ranging between 0

and 100 percenl It represents the shading intolerance of the different species, indicating the

average minimum percentage of the canopy surface that has to be illuminated by sunlight in
order to have enough light energy for tree growth. For example, iack Pine is a highly shade

intolerant species, hence its coefficient is very high. A value of 85 percent indicaæs that the

canopy of a tree has to be 85 percent illuminated by the sun for that tree to gain enough

energy from the photosynthesis process to overcome the energy loss in the respiration
process [Hosk95].
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2.2.3 PlotlSite Attributes

The location of the site consists of the longitude and latitude of the siæ's origin.
Both longitude and latitude are measured in degrees and minutes. Given any longitude and

laútude values, t}re sun's angle can be deærmined for that specific location. From this sun

angle, the relative inænsity of the solar radiation received at the given coordinaæs can be

computed. In this simulation process, the south-west corner of the siæ is regarded as the

origin. The site is assumed to be small enough such that the distance between each tree is

not significant as far as the sun angle calculation is concerned. Throughout the modelling
process, the sun's angle for each time interval is calculaæd based on the location of the site's

origin, rather than the location of each individual tree. Orientation is the direction of the site,

which is used in deærmining the sun angle-

There are various siæ type classifications available. Bella [Bell68] provides data

tables in five separate site classes- Plonski [Plon81] considers a more general set of
classification: "Good", "Intermediate" and "Poor". The model developed in this study

uses the same classification as that of Plonski, since his yield tables [Plon8l] are used in the

calibration of model parameters. Density is defined by the plot size and the number of the

trees. In the early stage, when appropriaæ parameter values were being calibrated, the

density was specially set to fit the dat¿ in Plonski's yield tables [Plon8l]. For example, in a

tree stand with the site type classified as "Good", the density from Plonski's yield tables is

about 6500 trees per hectare (i.e., approximaæly 65 trees in a 10O square meters plot). The

inception daæ is the starting daæ of the simulation.
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2.3 Developing the Model

In simulating the growth of a non-natural stand of Jack Pine, the user has to create a

simulation stand and specify all the attributes described in Section 2.1. An interactive

graphical environment was developed to allow the user to set the plot site, to define, modify

and fine-tune the attribuæs. The following discussion presents some of the design decisions

that were made, so Írs to create a "user-friendly" applicaúon, as well as the rationale for these

decisions-

The term "user-friendly" always surfaces when interactive programs are mentioned.

Shneiderman [Shne92] has suggested five measurable quatiry criæria in replacement for the

vague and misleading notion of "user-friendly". The fi¡st criterion is the time to learn, that is

the length of time it takes for the average user to learn the relevant knowledge (what is the

function of various types of controls) and operations (how to operate various types of
controls). The second criterion is the performance speed, namely, the time that the system

takes to perform certain tasks. The third is the rate at which errors are made by the user- The

fourth criterion deals with retenúon of skills over time, that is, the user's ability to maintain

the acquired knowledge and operations. The fifth and final criterion is subjective

satisfaction. In determining how well the end user likes the system, this may require a user

interview or an in-depth survey.

The above five criæria provide a good method to evaluate a design, but there is a lack

of guidance in implementation. The design and implementation of this plotting interface

closely follows the "Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines" [Appl92], and a set of simple

guidelines given by Foley [Fole87] and Shneiderman [Shne92]. Combining the points

given in Foley and Shneiderman's papers [Fole87, Shne92] yields the following guidelines.

The design must be simple but consistent in user operation and data handling. It should

provide only the neæssary opúons, different levels of instruction and help, and feedback. It
should allow error recovery, and easy reversal of action. It should enable the user to use

shortcuts, and minimize memory level. The data entry and data display should be compatible

so as to reduce confusion. Possible error should be minimized and the design should also

have the ability to hide the mechanism and complexity of the system from the user.
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2.3.1 The Graphical Flotting Interface

The main plot establishment window is divided into two sections (Figure 2.1). The

upper section of the window displays the current information for the plot, namely, the site

orientation, inception date, type of site, number of trees, latitude and longitude, anci

dimensions.

TheSite

4go54'

970 6' s
25m X 25m

Date : 4 / 15 / 90 Latitude :

Tgpe ofSite : Good Longitude :

Num. of trees : | 1 Dimension :

Average Age :20

DBH :0.0675

Height : 8,31497,33

The user can change the information displayed in this section by clicking on any of

the fields, with the exception of the statistics field which has a gray background colour.

When a mouse click is detecæd in one of these modifiable fields, that field is highlighted

and the up and down arrows are displayed. An example of this is in the longitude field

shown in Figure 2.1. To change the value, the user clicks on either the up or the down

affow. Validation is also done at this time, to ensure that the input is within the correct

range. For example, in changing the dimension of the plot, if the value reaches 0, the down

¿urow is disabled so that the user cannot input a negative value.

The lower section of the window is the actual plouing area. The user either selects

the option to build the plot manually or automatically.

Figure 2-1The main ploning inærface
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In ma¡rual mode, the plotting area resembles a clear patch of land, upon which the

user can "plant" the trees. A tree selecting window is displayed on the screen (Figure 2.2).

This window shows the name of one of the four tree species which is supported, along with
its corresponding picture. The user can use the left or right arrow button to cycle through

the trees. Once the tree selection is done, the user proceeds to the plotting area in the main

window and clicks the mouse at the locations where they wish to position the tree.

Figure 2-2Tree selection window

If the automatic mode is activated, the user must select the plot pattern, either grid

aligned or center-faced, and the type of t¡ees to be plotted. As well, the user must select the

mean and standard deviation for the normal distribution of the height and DBH. The mean

and standard deviation can be changed by dragging the icon to its new value on the

numbered line. This is shown in Figure 2.3(a), where the plot's mean DBH is changed to

7.19, and the standard deviation changed to 0-872. Once all the selections have been made,

the user can click on the Plot button to plot the trees automatically @gure 2.3(b)).

¡#
vl-
,)G,'t

v f ü-rtr
fTl fo'l
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Fleight Distribution Me¿n = 7.19

Std. Dev. = 0.87

Figure 2.3 (a) Distribution control va¡iable serting window

Current plotting attributes:
To change the value of ang attributes, click on that number.

Height Distribution :

DBtl Distribution :

Mesn = 7.190085

Std. Dev. = 0.872585

lleon = 0.068027

Std. Dev. = 0.003268

20

High

Age :

Densitg :

Figure 2.3 (b) The partial initial setting window
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There are occasions when the user may wish to fine-tune the attributes of certain
trees in the plot. The Data Window (Figure 2.4) is designed so that the user can enrer rhe

value of each individual tree's attribuæs. Afær exiting from the plotting mode, the user can

click on a specific tree in the plot- This action prompts the Data Window ro appear and it
displays all the attributes of the selected tree, enabiing the user to make his/her
modifications.

Tgpe: *læk Pn¡e

èç:T)
fúe!¡ht:959

Dttl: OI)6@

¡{eiùt to oroçn:6

Loc¡tioo:

9-66 ,21-67
+

**
*

fFeseil
Fpp¡ul

Figure 2.4 Attributes sening window

Once the user has finished the plotting, a text file is generated which is used by the

simulation process.

The use of a standa¡d æxt file means that actual fîeld data, if it is available, can be

formatted using any word processor or text editor and used directly as input to the

simulation model, insæad of having to enter all of the attributes using the graphical inærface.

In doing so, this allows for the reformatting of any given field data to the input data format

required by the simulation. This approach greatly increases the versatility and usefulness of
the simulation model.
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2.3.2Input File Format

An example data file for 5 trees, formatæd as required by the simulation process:

Tree Shade

49549763300
l_

20 8 .56 0 .0696 1

l_.L1 1.69 4 20
0.382.5420
0.41- 0.83 4 20
2.23, 2.5 4 20
2.1"9 0.81 4 20
9999 9999 9999 9999

9088
20 7 .12 1, 0.0649
20 L0.23 L.33333 0.0693
20 9.51 1.66666 0.0654
20 9 .84 l-.33333 0 .0628
20 t_0 .24 L.00007 0 . 0675
9999 8888 7777 6666

the text. file format of Ehe above exanple is pre-set as:

-'Tree Shade' .....sEring (current model system)
-, ' string (blank 1ine)
-1ongítude(degree) integer
longitude (nr:in) integer
latitude(degree) inEeger

.: *r ^-^-laEiLude (ÍLin) ¿r¡Lçeç!
widEh(m) integer
length(m) integrer
0 .....inEeger (for future use)
0 .....integer (for future use)

-tifi€ step increment(hour) inEeger
-average inception age .....rea1
average height .....real
average DBH .....reaI
sice cype integer (1-Good,2,3-poor)

-r I string (blank line)
-x coordinaE,e .....rea1
y coordinate .....reaI
species inEeger (L,2,3-not used., 4-Jack pine)
inception age inEeger

''9999 9999 9999 9999' sEring (end of non-changeabl-e attr.)
-' I string (blarÌl< line)
-incepEion date (year) integer
incept,ion date(monËh) integer (1 Eo j_2)
incepEion date(day) integer (1 to 31-)

-0 integrer (for future use)
height(m) .....reaL
Errrnk heigrht(m) .....real-
DBH(c¡n) .....real

-'9999 8888 7777 6666' sEring (end of changeabLe artr.)
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2"4 Tree Representation

Before the æchnique of ray-tracing is applied to the process of determining the

availability of light energy, it is necessary to decide on how the tree is to be represenred.

Trees come in various shapes depending on their species. For example, the canopy of the

Whiæ Birch is rounded in the middle with the radius decreasing in size in both directions.

An ellipsoid may be best used to represent this particular species. In the case of the Aspen,

it is wider near the base of the crown with the crown radius decreasing in size to',¡/ards rhe

top. To model this egg-shaped figure, an ellipsoid can also be used. However, insread of
using a standard symmetrical ellipsoid, one with a wider base may be best in describing the

Aspen.

As displayed in Figure 2-2, the crown tip of the Jack Pine is small and its radius

enlarges towards the base of the crown, resembling a cone shape. Hence, in this modelling

process, a cone is best used in describing the shape of the Jack Pine. The surface of the

cone is represented by a set of polygons, specifically, a set of triangles (Figure 2.5). One of
the most important reasons for using a triangle mesh is that the surface normal is always

uniquely defined. In general, if all edges of any given polygon lie on the same plane, then

the surface normal is uniquely defined. .

Figure 2.5 The crown representÂtion
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This uniquely defined surface normal for every triangle is very important because it
is used in conjunction with the unit sun vector to deærmine the illuminating ratio (discussed

in Chapær 3),

In order to understand how each tree is stored in the program, we must first examine

how a plot is stored. A scene is defined as a set of objects. In this study, the scene is the

forest stand, and the set of objects is the individual trees in the stand.

One possible method is to store all the object poinærs as follows:

scenetype = record
objllist: objptr;
obj2list: objptr;
obj3list: objptr;

êñd.

In this situation, each time the program needs to add or remove an object from the scene, the

system needs to redefine the type scenet]T)e and recompile the progrÍIm-

A second possible method uses an ¿uray to store all the objects in the scene:

scenetype = record
numofobj: 1-..max;
obj lisÈ : array [ 1 . .max] of objpt.r;

end;

This method either wast€s a large amount of memory or does not allocate enough memory

for a large scene at run-time.

The method described below is used in the simulation process because it can add

and delete objects at runtime (dynamic memory allocation). Secondly, it provides a faster

object access time compared to the array version. The following code segment indicates that

the scene consists of only two pieces of informaúon, numof obj, the number of objects in

the scene, and obj 1ist, a pointer pointing to the first object in the scene.

sceneÈype = record
numofobj: integer;
objlist: objptr;

onrl .
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For each object (tree) in the scene (forest stand), the following informaúon is stored:

verticelisL, a pointer pointing to a list of all the vertices used to represent the tree;

planelist, a pointer pointing to a list of all the triangles used ¡o represent the tree; inf o, an

individual tree's growth information which includes species, locaúon, height, DBH, trunk
height, cumulative illuminating ratio and inæmal energy; and nxrobj, a pointer pointing to
the next object in the scene.

al-rì nl- r - ^nl...i .
vy)yvL 

- 
vvJ,

obj = record
verticelist : verticeptr;
planelist: planeptr;
info: treerecpEr;
-vtsa}l.i . ^1-Ll^vveJ. ,^rlpE.r;

end;

It should be noted that the phrase "next object in the scene" does not imply that this

next object is located close by or within a certain range. This "next object" can be the

immediate neighbour of the current object or one that is located far away on the other side

of the scene. Using the pointer nxtobj in the object definition allows the program to

dynamically add or remove objects from the scene without changing the data structure of the

type scenetype, and, if the program needs to cycle through all the objects in the scene to

carry out certain operations (e.g., surface normal calculation of each plane on each uee), it
simply proceeds through the linked list.

All the vertices of each tree are stored, with no duplicaúon in the link list poinæd to

by verticelist . This storage method reduces the amount of memory required, as each

vertex is stored only once in the vertex lisr All the planes used to represent each object are

stored in the link list poinæd to by planel-ist. Each piane is defined by a pointer into the

vertex list verticelist. This representation is called poinærs to a vertex list Bole87l.

werticeptr = ^verticei
vertice = record

idx: integer;
rl . r¡a¡fnr.

n: vector,'
dotpdt : real,-
shaded: boolean;
nxtv: verticeptr;

end;
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pLanepÈr - ^p1ane;
plane = record

Y!, v2, v3: verticepEr;
ñ . Î¡âêf ^r.area: real;
ênôrñr. ro='l .

. . v$¿,

shaded: boolean;
nxtp: planeptr;

end;

In locating the vertices, two parameters are defined, namely the height increment and

angular increment. Let Âh be the height increment and P be the angular increment (Figure

2.6). The following set of equations can be used to calculate all four vertices of any rwo
triangles.

C = (rO sin (np), h, r0 cos (np))

D = (ro sin ((n+l)B), h0, 16 cos ((n+1)0))

E = (rt sin (np), hg+ Ah, 11 cos (np))

F = (rr sin ((n+1)p), ho+ Âh, 11 cos ((n+l)p)) ..........(2.1)

Figure 2.6 Iteratton Method
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Figure 2.6 shows a patch of the cone surface that is represented by two triangies,

CDE and DFE, indicating the relation between each parameter in Equation 2.L-Itshould be

noted that O is the center of the tree trunk, 11 is the radius when the heighq or y-coordinate,

is equal to h6 + Áh, and h6 is the height of vertices C and D. By repeatedly reserring rhe

values of h¡ to h¡+ Àh, and rg to 11, all the vertices on the cone can be generated, with the

exception of the tip of the cone. By observation, the tip of the cone is equal to (x,h,z), where

h is the height of the ftee, and x and z are the plot coordinates.

In Bella [Bell71] and Plonski [Plon81], the following equation of open-grown
crown radius (m) of Jack Pine was developed:

Crown Radius (m) = 0.1385 + 0.1129 * (Height in m). ..........(2.2)

Equation 2.2 can be used to defïne the maximum expected radius of the crown base.

This equation is for'open-grown crown base radius', and is therefore an upper estimate.

When trees are young and not tall enough to shade one another, the crown can grorv at the

raæ indicated by this equation, however, once individual crowns begin to overlap and the

trees start to shade each other, the increase in crown radius is either reduced or there may

not be any increase at all. Insæad of using Equation 2.2 to estimate the initial crown base

radius, the following empirical equation (Equation 2.3) is used to defîne the subænded angle

at the top of the tree, 20, which is measured in radians, and

0 =i=-
s0-iå

where Cn is the crown height (height of the tree - rhe trunk height).

..........(2.3)

Thus far, all the simulation testing plots have an initial mean height equal to 8.70 m

with a standard deviation of 0.20 m, and the initial mean trunk height equal to 5.50 m with
st¿ndard deviation 0.26 m. Based on the mean height and the mean trunk height, rhe initiai
mean crown length equals 3.33m with a standa¡d deviation of 0.46 m-

Applying Equaúon 2.3,for 2.74 m.= Ch <= 3.65 m,

when Cn=2.74 m, then 0 = 0-0632 radians;

when Cn = 3.65 m, then 0 = 0.0633 radians.
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The crown base radius, 16, is defined as

ro=Cn*t¿n0'

Applyrng Equation 2.4, for 0-0632 radians <= 0 <= 0.0633 radians,

(2.4)

when 0 = 0.0632 radians, then r = 0.17 m;

when 0 = 0.0633 radians, then r = 0.23 m.

Figure 2.7 Subænded angle at the top of the tree

Therefore, the initial mean crown radius is equal to 0.20 m with standard deviation
0.03 m. It should be noted that the subænded angle 0 is very small, ranging only between

0.0632 radians and 0.0633 radians in the simulation testing plots. As a result, both E4uation

2.3 and 2.4 establish the linear relation between 16 and C¡, which is reasonable at small 0

and consisænt with Equation 2.2 for the "open-grown crown base radius" since this also

possesses a linear relation betrveen the crown base radius and tree heighr

Ch
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3. Shading Analysis

3"L The Unit Sun Vector

During the course of a year, the Earth moves in its own elliptical orbit around the

Sun, making one complete revolution :n,365.25 days- Observed from the Earth, it seems that

the Sun is moving in an orbit around the Earth. For the purpose of calculating the Sun's

position, it is convenient to consider the Sun traversing the sþ of the Earth. Given the time
of the day, the latitude and the longitude of an experimental site, this information can be

converted into the horizon coordinate [Sone9l, Tarb88]- By applying Duffett-Smith's

[Duff88] formula to ttris coordinate, the time of sunrise and sunset can be deærmined. Once

the time of sunrise and sunset have been computed, the sun's path in the sky can then be

detennined.

In this simulation model, the sun's path is represented by a set of unit sun vecrors,

where the time betrveen sunrise and sunset is discretized into ten-minute inærvals. The angle

between the surface normal for each triangle in the mesh and the unit sun vector is used to

determine the illuminating ratio of the tree, which, in turn, indicates the relative amount of
solarenergy received by each tree. For example, Figure 3.1(a) displays the sun's path in the

sþ on March 22nd inany particular year, for a location in the Northern Hemisphere with a
longitude of 97" 6' and a latitude of 49" 54'. Each line represents the sun vector at a ten-

minute time interval, between the sun¡ise time of 6:32 and the sunset time of 78:42-
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The line perpendicular to the horizon

Figure 3.1 (a) The Sun's path in the sky on March 22nd.

In comparing this calculated sunrise and sunset time with corresponding times

provided by Environment Canada, there may be a variation of a few minutes. This is due to

the fact that the sun's motion, the equation of time and the difference of time within a time
zone [Duff88] are not tåken into account in the calculation. The sunrise and sunset time for
June 22nd is 4:30 and 2O:24. The length of the daylight is approxim ate\y 12 hours. As
displayed in Figure 3.1(a), the sun's path moves upward from the North-East quadrant in an

elliptical motion towards the North-West quadrant-

The length of daylight is longer in the summer than in the winter. For example, rhe

sunrise and sunset time for December 22nd is 8:38 and 16:30, respectively. The length of
the daytight is shorter for the same location used in Figure 3.1(a). The difference in the

length of daylight can be seen by comparing the path in Figure 3.1(a) with that of Figure
3.1(b). December 21st or 22nd is known as the winter solstice, and March 20ú or 2lst is
known as the vernal equinox. The temperature in the Northern Hemisphere is lower in
winter time than in summer time, and the sun's rays are also further away from the vertical
line.
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The line perpendicular to the horizon

Figure 3.1 O) The Sun's path in the sky on December22nd'

The angle of the sun's rays deærmines the inænsity of the incident solar energy on

the ground. The energy of a'vertical sun ray is more concenmted per unit square area tha¡ a

sun ray with a larger angle from the vertical line (Figure 3-2). As the sun's rays move further

away from the vertical line, the inænsity of the incident solar energy decreases. Plants such

as Jack Pine will stop their growth in winter and restart when spring arrives- In this

simulation model, the trees' growth is suppressed during the úme that field studies have

determined no growth takes Place.

(1) Q)

Figure 3.2 Two cases with different sun angles.
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32 Shading Determination

3.2.L Approach

Each tree crown is represenæd by a cone, and the tree trunk is represented by a long

thin cylinder. Figure 3.3 displays the general representation of a tree. The large cylinder that

encloses the tree is known as the bounding volume [Glas89]. By definition, a bounding

volume is the smallest volume of a simple graphic primitive that encloses the object of
interest. In this analysis, a cylinder with radius equal ûo the crown base radius is used. This

simplifies the shading deærmination in the illuminating ratio calculation and reduces the

time in the ray-object intersection evaluation proc€ss.

Figure 3.3 Tree representation and the bounding volume.

Vector L in Figure 3.4 is the vector that is parallel to the sun light vector, but

pointing in the opposiæ direction. Light is considered as a set of rays with the same

direction cosines.

Rays L¿ and L6 a¡e both parallel to the vector L, and ray L¿ is locaæd "higher" than

ray Lu. From Figure 3-4, ítcan be noted that the point A on tree T1 is illuminated by the ray

[,a, and that the ray L6 inærsects ûree T2 before it ¡eaches the point B on tree T1. Point A on

tree Tl is said ûo be illuminated and point B on tree T1 is considered shaded.
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Figure 3.4 Shading between two trees.

In a general siruation, given any point P on the cone and the sun vector L, we must

deærmi¡e whether point P is itlumi¡ated or shaded. To do this, we have to determine

whether the light ray his any other tree in the plot before it reaches Point P- If the light ray

does hit another tree in the ptot, then point P is considered shaded. If the light ray hits point

P directly without hiuing any other tree, then point P is illumina¡ed-

To deærmi¡e whether a point P is ilhrminated or shaded, we consider the projection

of the entire system in Figrrre 3.4 onto the xz-plane. In a two-dimensional plane, the trees

become ci¡cles, and the light ray remains as a straight line. Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b)

repfesent the two possible cases. In Figure 3.5(a), point P on t¡ìee T1 is itluminaæd because

ruy Lareaches point P without intersecting tree T2. This case can be easily deærmined by

calarlating the perpendicular distance between the ligbt ray ta a¡d the center of the eæT2-

If the perpendicular distarrce is larger than the crowr radius of tree T2, then ny l"adoes not

intersecttee T2 at all
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Figure 3.5 (a) Point P is i[uminaæd.

Figure 3-5 (b) Point P may or may not be shaded in this case.
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Figure 3.5(b) displays the case where the perpendicular distance is smaller tha¡ the

radius of tree T2. The projection of ray L5 intersects the projection of tree T2 before it

reaches the tree T1. At this point, one can only conclude that the veræx of inærest may be

shaded. Now, we consider this situation in both 2-D and 3-D space as shown in Figure

3.6(a) and 3.6(b). Figure 3.6(a) in 2-D space shows that both rays [,a and L6 have the same

perpendicula¡ distance from the center of tree T2, and therefore they both intersect the

projection of tree T2. However, in examining this same situation in 3-D space, ray La is at a

higher position compared to ray Lu. As a result, it can be concludsd that ray t a illuminaæs

the point P, but ray L5 does not @gue 3.6(b)).

Figrrre 3.6 (a) Projection for the non-trivial case.
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Figure 3.6 (b) The non-uivial case in 3-D representation-

In surnmary, to determine whether any giveu point P is illuminaæd or shaded" first

the horizontal perpendicutar distance d between the center of tbe aeæT2and the light ray L

must be calculated- If the distance d is greater than the crown radius r of tree T2, we can

conclude that the point P is iltuminaæd- If d is tess than r, we must deærmine the height h'

from the ground where the inærsection occurs. Once the height h'is known, the crown

radir¡s r' of tree T2 at heigbt h' can be deærmined If d is greater than r', we can conclude

that ray L passes through the empty spacÉr cf the bounding volume without hining the tree

TZ. If d is less tha¡r or equal to r', we cai: ucnclude that ray L inrersects the t¡ee T2 at that

b"ig¡t, and therefore point P is shaded.

The above sin¡ation considered only two uees. Wben tbe plotconsisæ of more than

two trees, given a point P on any tree and the sun vector, all the other trees in the plot must

be tesæd to deærmine whetberP is shaded by one of these trees or whether P is illuminated-

In section 3.2.2,this method is represenæd mathematically-
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3.2.2 T\e Shading Determination Algorithm

A light ray L, with origin at vertex A (xo, yO, zO) and parallel to ttre unit sun vector at

each time interval, is constn¡cted. A point S (x, y, z) on the light ray L is given by the

following parametric equation:

¡=x6*Sâ,
y=y6*Sb,
7= Z6* *. ..........(3.1)

where A (xo, yO, zo) is a point on the cror¡/n, v (a, b, c) is a unit vector along the ray L and 0

S s < æ.'When s = 0, S is point A on the crown. As s increases, point S moves away from

point A along the light ray L in the direction of v @gure 3.7).

Figure 3.7 The parameuic representation of the sun vector.

Consider the projection of the above situation onto the xz-plane. We define O (xi,zi)

to be the c€nrer of a neighbouring tree T2, A (xo zo) o be the point on the current tree Tl, m

to be the slope of the vector L in the xz-plane, and S to be any point on the light ny L given

by Equation 3-1. Tberefore,
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and

m_zjj{._.x-xo'
z=(x-x0)m+zO,
z=mx _ mxg* 26 r

mx-z-mxg+t0=0.

Figure 3.8 displays the trivial test case defined above, where d is the perpendicular

dist¿nce from O to point S on the ray L, and r is the radius of tree T2.

The perpendicular

deærmined as follows:

@rojection onto the xz-plane.)

distance d from point O to the point S on ray L can h^

_mxi-zi-mxO+z0

Figure 3.8 Perpendicula¡ distance d between S and O.

mz + GI)z

m2+I
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If d is greater than r, then the light ray L does not intersect the bounding volume of
the tree T2 at all, and it can be concluded that the point A is not shaded. If d is less than or
equal to r, then the light ny L intersects the neighbouring tree T2's bounding volume and

further investigaúon is required. In this case, as discussed in section 3-2.1, we have to
deærmine the elevation at which the ray L intersects the bounding volume. Vector v (a, b, c)

is the unit vector along the ray L, the point S (x, y, z) on rhe light ray L is given by the

Equation 3.1, and

ot 
==,ì.,"Ï- (xo,a)) .

Since the xz-projection of the vector OS is perpendicular to the projection of the ray L

@gure 3.8),

0=OS"v,
g=((x,z)_(xi,4))"v,

0 = (xi -x, zi-z) ø y -

From Equation 3.1, it follows that

0 = (xi- X6 - sâ, zi- zn - sc) o (a,c) ,

0 = (axi - axo - sa2¡ + (czi- cz¡- sc2) ,

s(a2 + c2) = a(xi - xO) + c(z¡-'o,) ,

s=
a(xi-xo)+c(zi-zo)

@2+c2¡ '

t=fu(xi - *o) .*AQ¡-ro). ..........(3.3)

Equaúon 3.3 can be used to deærmine the parameter s in terms of the unit vector v

along the light ray L, the coordinate of point A on the tree T1 and the center O of the

neighbouring tree T2's bounding volume. The value s can now be used to deærmine the

height at which the light ray L inærsects the bounding volume of tree T2.

Renrrning to the original parametric Equation 3.1 of the light ray:

S: x=xo+sa,
y=y0+sb,
z= z{+sc, where0(s<oo
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By substituting the value of s from Equation 3.3 into Equaúon 3.1, the coordinate of point S
in 3-D space is as foilows,

..........(3.4)

Figure 3.9 The point S has the shortest distance from the verrical line.

The point S is the point on the light ray L which has the shortest distance from the

vertical line starting at ænter O to the light ray L (Figure 3.9). Let h be the height of rhe rree,

r be the crown base radius and r' be the radius of the crown at height h'. It can be noted that

the value of h' is equal to the value of y calculated from Equation 3.4 (Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10 Crown radius at various heights.

v = vo - låA(*i - *o) .Aiæ(a - ,ol]u,

l
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Vy'e use the same argument as in the trivial case. If d is greater than r', then the light
ray L does not inærsect the neighbouring tree T2's bounding volume at the height h', and we

can conciude that point A is not shaded. If d is less than or equal to r', then the light ray L
intersects the neighbouring tree T2's bounding volume at the height h'. To determine the

value of t', we apply the property of similar triangles. In Figure 3.10, C¡ is the heighr of rhe

crotrvn, and the following relation can be established:

r' h-h'
f1- tr vll

, r(h-h')
f' 

-- Cn'
r*h-r*h'

C¡,

-r¿-ri-rwr\ - rc-/ lr ,

r*h
wnere lL =-- = Constantt_h ..........(3.s)
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3.2.3 Implementation

It will be recalled that in the preceding discussion, the system was projecæd onto the
xz-plane and then ren¡rned to 3-D space for further testing. All these steps can be combined
into one compact function. The following functions accept a point A on tree T1, and the tree
Tz- A value "True" is returned if point A is shaded by tree T2, otherwise the value returned
is "False".

function isshadedgeneral (a: vert,iceptr;
sunv: vector;
thetree : treerecpt.r;
d, vtnx, vmz: real) : boo1ean,.

var
r: real,.
op: real;
s: real;
yint: real;
Èemp: boolean;

begin ( isshadedgeneral )
temp := false;
op := abs(wmz * (thetree^.x - a^.v.x)

v-mx * (thetree^.2 - an.v.z)) ¡if (thetree^.radius > op) then
begin

s := (r¡mx * (thetree^.x - a^.v.x) +
vmz * (thetree^ -z - an.v.z)) / d¡

ifs>0then
becrin

yint := a^.v.y + s * sunv.y;
i f ( thet,ree^ . height, >= yint ) and

(yint >= Èhetree^.h2crown) then
begin

r := Èhetree^.radius *
(thet,ree^.height - yint) /(thetree^.height - t,hetree^.h2crown) ;temp := (r > op) or (abs(r - op) < delta);

end;
end,-

end,'
isshadedgeneral := temp;

endi {isshadedgeneral}

If the sun is vertically above the tree, we only need to deærmine whether the point A
is in the shade of the neighbouring trees. The simplified function for this c¿¡se is as follows:
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the sun light

Figure 3.11 The shading algorithm special case.

function isshadedspecial (a: vert,iceptr;
thetree: treerecptr) : boolean;

var
r: real;
op: rea1,'
temp: boolean;

begin { isshadedspecial}
temp := false,-
op := sqrt(sqr(theEree^.x - a^-v.x) + sqr(thetree^.2 - an-v-z))¡
if (thetree^.radius > op) and (thetree^.height )= ê^.v.y) and

(a^.v.y >= thetree^.h2crown) then
begin

r:= EheEree^.radius * (thetree^.height -.^.r.y) /(thetree^.height - thetree^.h2crown) ;
temp := (r > op) or (abs(r - op) < delta);

end;
isshadedspecíal := temp;

end; {isshadedspecial)
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33 The llluminating Ratio

I-et V be the set of all the vertices used to represent the crown, and U and W be two
mutually exclusive sets such that V is equal to the union of U and W. In addition, we define
U to be the set of vertices that are not in the same half plane as the unit sun vector, and W to
be the set of vertices that are in the same half-plane as the unit sun vector. When the sun is
at the vertically overhead position, U is an empty set, and the set V/ is equal to the set V_

Now we define W as the union of I and J, where I is the set of all the vertices being
shaded, and J is the set of all the vertices being illuminaæd. The illuminating ratio R can be

defined as the number of shaded vertices and the total number of vertices which can be

illuminaæd.

D_ lJl
^'- lwl

However, this approach witl either underestimate or overestimate the actual amount

of solar energy being absorbed by the tree. As poinæd out in Section 3.1, the sun angle will
affect the intensity of the inception of solar energy. As a result, a better definition of the

illuminating ratio R is given as

I(Ji. L)
lf = 

-

..........(3.6)I(wr " L)

Since the definition of the illuminaúng ratio R in Equation 3.6 considers the sun

angle as one of the determining factors, the value R serves as an indicator showing how
successful the tree is at collecting the solar energy. The illuminating ratio R obviously has a

value between 0 and 1. If R is equal to 0, then the entire tree is in the shade of other trees. If
R is equal to 1, then the tree is not shaded by any other trees. This ratio is used in
calculating and incrementing the internal energy of each tree in the plot, and this will be

discussed in Chapær 4.

The calculation of the illuminating ratio is computationally intensive. In rhe

simulation model, each tree is represented by 200 vertices. One of the largest test runs (468

trees) applied to this model was the set of data consisting of an unthinned Jack Pine control
plot in Southern Manitoba [Bell74]. If we assumed 400 trees in a plor, this would yield 200

x 4A02 = 32,000,000 = 32 million iterations for the above algorithm. This calculation needs
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to be done each time the light vector changes. Therefore, if we take the growth interval to be

every ten minutes, an eight-hour growth would require the algorithm to be executed 6 * I *
32,OC0,000 times, which equals 1.536 billion st€ps for the above algorithm.

It can be observed that some trees in the plot will never have any shading effect on

other trees. In Figure 3.12,L is the light ray which originates from the point A, and the point

A is the vertex upon which the shading deærmination algorithm is applied- In this siruarion,

tree T3 has no shading effect on point A, because it is not on the same side of the half plane

as that of the sun vector L. Similar to the method used to eliminate the back-facing vertices,

a simple dot-product test can deærmine this fact (refened to as the half-plane test). Given

the example above, by using the half-plane test, the number of iærations is reduced by one

half, from 1.536 billion to 768 million iterations. However, even with the use of this half-

plane test to aid in the elimination of some trees from participating in the shading algorithm,

the calculation of the illuminating ratio is still a very computationally intensive process.

haif plane

Figure 3.l2The half plane with respect to a point A.
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4. Growth Simulation

4"1. Introduction

In the process of developing a model, one of the major steps involves the calibration
of the model. There are several approaches available to perform the calibration. One such

approach is to conduct a controlled field experiment for the growth period of interest. The
growth information from this experiment can then be used as a comparison with the data

produced by the simulation model. One drawback to this approach is that to be able to
model a different species, another controlled field experiment is required to calibrate the

model. This is not practical as field experiments take many years to compleæ.

The approach taken in this study makes use of the available statistical data from
previous studies [Plon81, Paya73] to calibrate the model. Forest yield tables are summaries

based on regression models of a large number of forest st¿nds. Mean values and/or f,rtted

model parameters are generally presenæd. They are a first approximation that provides

overall general guidelines for forest managemenl

In 1981, Plonski [PlonSl] published his yield tables on several major foresr species

in Ontario, including Jack Pine. These yield tables for Jack Pine consist of results from
trees defined in three site categories, namely "Good", "Intermediate", and "Poor". The
height, the DBH and the density of the plot were recorded at five-year intervals. The data

were recorded from the time when the trees were all at 20 years of age. Plonski's yield tabtes

were used for non-natural stand establishment of the model and also used in calibrating the

simulation. Figure 4.1 shows the relaúonship between the density and age of the plot based

on Plonski's vield tables.
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Figure 4.1 Density graph of different siæ class (Plonski's Yield Table)

Based on Plonski's yield tables [Plon81], Payandeh lPaya73l developed several

equations to describe the growth "behaviour" of Jack Pine. These equations are used as a

basis for the calculation of each individual tree's growth. Figure 4.2 shows the relationship

between the height and the average age for the plot, and Figure 4.3 shows the relationship

between the DBH and the average age for the plor

Secúon 4.2 presents an initial approach to the inærnal energy calculation. The

results from this early development are compared with Plonski's yield table [P1on81] and

Payandeh's equations [Paya73]. Due to the disagreement between the early simulation result

and the studies from Plonski and Payandeh, it was believed that a more complex equation,

such as a second-order linear differential equation, might better describe the stored energy

in tees. This led to the development of a set of growth determination factors and the growth

equations used in the final model. Section 4.3 discusses the four growth determination

factors, which a¡e the shading-intolerant coeff,rcient, initial internal energy, energy increment

function and threshold plane positioning. Section 4.4 discusses the growth equarions for the

crown growth, the height and the DBH growth formulation.
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4"2 Initial Approach to the Internal Energy Calculation

In simulating the growth process, the model must keep track of each tree's growing

conditions. For this purpose, a measurable factor defined as the internal energy (e) is used

as an indicator for the tree's health or condition. This internal energy ranges from a

minimum value of 0 to a maximum value of E"-..

In the early st¿ges of developing the simulation process, the inærnal energy was set

at 0.65 units with a maximum value (Eo,¿,) being 1-25 units. When the value of the internal

energy of a tree was less than 0, the tree was assumed to be dead and was removed from the

plot. If a Eee received enough light energy, the rate of the photosynthesis process wouid be

greater than respiration [HoslÚ5]. In this situation, the internal energy of the tree would be

increased and retained as a reserve energy. If a tree did not receive enough light energy,

some of this reserved energy would be used and as a result, the internal energy would

decrease. This change in internal energy (Âe) was used to determine the tree's actual height

and DBH growth.

The following equation was used to calculate the change in internal energy (Ae)

from time step t to t +1:

er+l =e¡+R* (g- 1),

where ei represents the inærnal energy at time step i, g is the energy increment indicator (to

be discussed in Section 4.3.3), and R is the illuminating ratio as discussed in Chapter 3.

Thus, the change in internal energy was

Âe=R*(g-1). ..........(4.1)

It can be observed that, when a tree dies, all of its leaves fall off, leaving the crown

bare, except for the branches. The top of the tree, where the crown used to be, may still have

some shading effect on its neighbouring trees. Eventually, the trunk rots and the dead bole

falls to the ground. For simplicity, this model will assume that when a tree dies, it does not

contribute any shading effect to its neighbouring trees. Hence, for any one tree, when e¡ is

less than 0, the tree was discarded from the plot and was no longer considered in

subsequent calculations. Test results using Åe as defined in Equation 4.1 are displayed

graphically by Figures 4.4 - 4.9.
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Figure 4-4 and 4.6 display the initial plot distribution for a random and centre-faced

plot, respectively. Figure 4.5 and 4.7 display the distribution af'ær 3 years of growth for the

two plots. Both plots were computer generated, using the plotting interface described in
Section 2.2.The mortality rate, shown in both situations, was close to 68Vo within the first
two years (Figures 4.8 and 4.9). In examining the results, it can be observed that only the

trees along the side of the plot remained alive, since they were able to receive almost all the
required light energy for absolute growth throughout the simulation process.

This death rate is highly unrealistic and did not agree with Plonski's yield table

[Plon81], implying a lack of variability of the initial inærnal energy and the insensitiviry of
the inærnal energy calculation. The change of internal energy (Âe) as calculated from

Equation 4.1, being a linear function of the illuminating ratio R and the energy incremenr

indicator B, was much too simple to represent the change in the internal energy from time t

to t+1. This unrealistic result led to the conclusion that a more complex formula was

required to improve the determination of both the initiat internal energy and change of
internal energy (Âe) calculation during the growth process.

Differential calculus was used in most early population models [Mala84,Buon80].
In the JABOWA-FORET model, many "response functions" were implemented in terms of
exponential functions and differential equations[Botk93]. It is also known that second-order

linear differential equations with constant coefficients have numerous applications in
physics and in electrical and mechanical engineerings [Ross84]. Hence, to overcome the

unrealistic "behaviour" of the initial testing, new internal energy and energy increment

indicator are introduced using a second-order linear differential equation. In describing the

growth pattern, particularly the crown growth, a new concept called "Threshold Plane" wül
also be introduced. The threshold plane concept is based on f,reid observations, which will
be discussed in more detail in Section 4-3-4. The new internal energy and energy increment

indicator will be discussed in Sections 4.3-2 and 4.3.3.
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4.3 The Growth Determination Factors

4.3.1 The Shade-Intolerant Coeffi cient

Foresters have published extensive tables that piace different tree species into
different caægories of shade tolerance [Bake49]. In Pacala's JABOWA-FORET mo<lel

[Paca93], each tree species is assigned to one of two or three shade-tolerant classes, and

each shade-tolerant class is assigned to a different function which predicts the functional

response of photosynthesis to light. In addition, plants with the same shade-tolerant class

have the same response function.

In this study, instead of dividing the rees into different shade-tolerant categories and

following the method as described above, each species is assumed to have an index, be¡veen

the value of 0 and 1. This index is defined to be the shade-intolerant coefficient (cr). The

higher the value cr, the more shade-intolerant the species. As noted in Chapter 1, Jack Pine

is a very shade-intolerant species [Fowe65]. Hence, in the early ståge of calibrating the

par¿rmeters, the shade-intolerant coefficient is assumed to be in the range 0.8 to 1. After a
series of æsting and calibration experiments, the shade-intolerant coefficient (cr) was set to

0.8s.

4.3.2The Initial Internal Energy

The shading effect is nil when the average height of the trees in the plot is very

small, for then none of the trees are tall enough to shade each other. In this situation, one

can assume that all the trees have roughly the same initial internal energy. Naturally

est¿blished stands of Jack Pine would have undergone substantial self-thinning by age 20 -

25. Figure 4.1, consisting of trees with an inception age of 20, shows a definite decline in

their mortality rate from age 20 - 25- Based on this observation, two assumptions are made.

First, the shading effect must have begun before or around age 20- Second, at around age

20, the inærnal energy is not the same for all trees in the plot Therefore, the model requires

a method to determine the initial internal energy for each individual when the simulation

staß. The relative positions of the neighbouring trees and the average tree height for the

plot should all have an effect on determining this initial internal energy of each individual.

Insæad of assigning a random value to the initial internal energy, it was assumed that the
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initial internal energy depends on the illuminating ratio Rp, where Rp is defined as the

illuminating ratio of the previous year, before the starting daæ of the simulation.

The initial inærnal energy (f), is given by:

I=Emax*IEFactor*H,

where Eura*is the mæcimum internal energy value.

H = min ¡1 . pj9r.
' ln (Rp)"

(4.2)

.(4.3)

and lEFactor is the initial energy factor. It can be noæd that if Ro is greater than or equal to
the shade-intolerant coefficient cr, then H is equal to 1. In this case, the initial internal

energy is given by

I= Emax*IEFactor.

The IEFactor is an empirical constant which is defined at the beginning of the simulation.
This constant is used to control the upper bound of the initial internal energy when the

illuminating ratio of the previous year is equal to the shade-intolerant coefficient (Rn = o).
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Figure 4.l0Illuminated ratio vs. Initial internal energy

Figure 4.10 shows how the initial internal energy changes relative to the illuminating
ratio of the previous year, Rp. The values used in the simulation a¡e as follows: Emax =
1.25 , IEFactor = 0.68, cr = 0.85. It can be noted that when Ro is greater than or equal to cr,

the initial internal energy I is equal to 1.25 * 0.68 = 0.85.

The internal energy serves as an index of each individual's condition, defined in a
range from 0 to L.25.If this index is less than 0, the individual is assumed to be dead. If the

index is equal to I.25, the individual is assumed to be in its best condition.

New inærnal energy = Old internal energy + Change in inærnal energy

If the inærnal energy is defined as a quantitative value, a maximum and a minimum must

also be defined. However, these maximum and minimum values can always be mapped to a

value between 0 and 1.25, and adjusting the change in inærnal energy to reflect any change

in the selected maximum and minimum values. Therefore, a relative index approach for the

"internal energy" is believed to be more flexible and innritive.
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4.3.3 The Energy Increment indicator

The energy increment indicator (g) is defined by

= = I ,. ,lotal lnprgy incryment
" cr rouu posslDle energy mcrement'

The ratio of the total energy increment to the total possible energy increment is the actual
ratio of the tree's surface being illuminaæd, and this can be estimaæd by the illuminating
raúo R discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore, g can be estimaæd by

, _ iilumination ratio R

shade intolerant coefficient s

= 
R. 

..........(4.4)
c[

Now, let the change in inæmal energy be

Ae=N* (A+ec8+B *e-c8-F), ...-......(4.5)

where A B and c are constants, g is the energy increment indicator from Equaúon 4.4, and

^rN=K*;;--¡oi.25'

and where K is the energy increment per year when the tree is totally unshaded, Ât is the

incremental time, expressed in days, and F is an adjustment factor, such that when g = l, Ae

= 0. The first and second derivatives of Equation 4-5 are given by:

d^e

Ë = NAc * ec8 - NBc * e-c8, and

= NAc2 * ec$ + NBc2 * e-cg

= s21NA * ec8 + NB x e-c8)

= c2 (^e + l.[F).

Reananging the second derivative in Equation 4.6,we get

d2LÊ,

d{
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W -c2(e+NF)=o or

y"-cz(y+NF)=g (4.7)

Equation 4.7 is a second-order linear differential equation with a constant coefficient

and Equaúon 4.5 is the solution to Equation 4.7. Since second-order linear differential

equations have many applications in physics, in electrical and mechanical engineering

[Ross84], it was assumed that a second-order linear differential equation would give a

reasonable estimate in the change of inærnal energy from es to e¡al. Equation 4.5 indicates

that when the illuminating ratio R is equal to the shade-intolerant coeff,rcient ct, the value of

g is equal to 1, and the change in inærnal energy Âe should be equal to 0. The values used in

thesimulation areasfollows: K=0.5,^t= 1, F=A* ec+B * e-c; where A=B = c[, and

c=1.

If the tree species is highly shade-intolerant, that is, the shade-intolerant coefficient

a is high, then the energy increment curve should have a steeper slope, responding more

sensitively to the energy increment factor g. Figure 4.11 indicaæs this property by showing

two curves with different shade-intolerant coefficients.
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4.3.4 The Threshold Plane

In a dense forest stand, sunlight may not be able to penetrate down past a certain

heighr Since the photosynthesis process occurs in the green leaves of the tree, the crown of

the tree tends to grow higher and higher to compete with the surrounding trees for more

sunlight. In a plot with a high density, trees tend to have a smaller crown size and higher

trunk height, relative to the toøl height of the tree.

The above observation leads to the development of a mechanism to capture this

growth "behaviour". Based on field observations, the base of the canopies in a dense forest

stand are above a certain height. Here, the concept of an "invisible plane" is introduced. It

can be observed that the sun energy below this "invisible plane" is not enough for the

photosynthesis process. Hence, the branches under this "invisible plane" will die out,

leaving the crown smaller in size and higher in heighr

In this model, this "invisible plane" is defined as the threshold plane of the forest

stand. It is used as an indicator as to how far the sunlight can penetrate into a dense forest,

and it acts as a guideline for crown growth. The threshold plane is calculated globally, that

is, all of the trees in the same plot is assumed to sha¡e this common plane. At each time step,

the simulation process re-calculates the th¡eshold plane before updaúng the crown growth.

We define tJte area per tree (Ã) as

o=ffi
ß (C^rùZ

where C¿yg is the average radius of the bottom of the crown, and assumes that none of the

branches of the trees interact with each other. Therefore, the average inter-distance between

two trees (D), defined as

D= 2 *Cavg.

I-et tlre average height of the stand be h^u, , then the threshold plane T is given by
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1'= havg - D *' tan(p),

where p is the largest angle between the horizon and the highest point of the sun, within the

time step (Figure 4.12).

Threshold Plane T

'- --Inærorstånce IJ

Figure 4.L2Height of the threshold plane calculation.
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4"4 The Growth Fattenn

4.4.1 The Crown Growth

The threshold plane, calculaæd in Section 4.3.4, is used as a measuring factor in

how the base of the crown "moves". The term "moves", in this context, refers to the self-

pruning of branches below the threshold plane resulting in an increased tn¡nk height. If the

base of the crown is below the calculaæd threshold plane, then the base "moves" up at a rate

proportional to the difference benveen the threshold plane and the crown base. If the base of

the crown is already above the calculated threshold plane, then it is assumed that the base

remains at the same height (Figure 4.L3).

It is important to note that, in the case shown in Figure 4.13(a), if the illuminating

ratio R is greater than the shade-intolerant coefficient cr, then the tree is assumed to be

getting enough light energy for the photosynthesis process. Given that the tree has enough

energy, the crown base movement then behaves in the same manner as in the case shown in

Figure 4.13 (b).

(a) Crown base below the threshold plane (b) Crown base above the threshold plane

Figure 4.13 Different growth patterns with respect to the threshold plane position.
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Figure 4.14 Crown growth from the time t to t+l

From Figure 4.l4,it can be seen that h'= h + G and H2C' =HZC + Tg. ff the tree's

illuminating ratio R is greater than 1 or the trunk height subtracæd from the threshold plane

is less than 0, then Tg is set to 0, otherwise Tt is set to [(1 - R) * (Threshold Plane - Trunk

HeighÐ]. As the tree grows from time t to t+l, the point A "moves" to the new position A'.

The following formula determines the distance betrveen A and A':

P -HzC P'- H2C'
= h'- H2ch-H2C

Then

P'- H2C - T"
- h+G-H2C-T"'

Þ

P' -HzC- rs =f# (h'- H2c'), and

P' - e - H2c)tt *#I'] + H2c + r,

r (.ì-T_ -l

- (" - H2c) lt * nlnã.cJ + H2c + rt

=(P-HzC)F+H2C',

. G-T"
Wnere f =I + ;-- -n - n2C'
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As previously mentioned, if the illuminating ratio is less than the shade-intolerant

coefficient ü, or the trunk height is higher than the threshold plane, Tg is set to 0. Therefore,

according to Equation 4.8

F=1 +ffi.*o
(4.e)

4.4.2The Height and DBII Growth

Payandeh lPayaT3l derived three equations to estimate the height cha¡acteristic of

Jack Pine for the three site classes of Plonski's yield tables. Equation 4.10,4.11 and 4.I2

are the functions which relate height to age for the site classes "Good", "Intermediate", and

"Poor" respectively,

P', = (P - H2C) (1 + h _-fu) + H2C',.

Hr(A) = e (4.5966 - 25.105 * A-1)

Hz(A) =e(4.4571 - 27.413 * A'1)

H¡(A) =s(4.3027 -30-748 * A-1)

..........(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.r2)

We can define f*(h) as the inverse function of H¡(A), where x is the siæ class. Therefore, if
the tree has height h, the apparent age of this tree can be determined from the inverse

function f*(h). Then, the change in height Âh from age f(h) to f(h)+Âa is given by:

Âh = H(f(h) + Âa) - H(f(h))

where Âa is the age increment variable.

It should be noted that the change in height (Àh) calculated from the above formula

gives an upper bound on the height growth in the time period from f(h) to f(h)+Âa.

Therefore, the actual height growth Âh'is given by the following formula, which includes a

growth factor G¡:

Àh'= h + G¡ *, (Âh).
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The growth factor G¡ is defined to be a minimum function of 1 and the energy increment

indicator g,

Gr= min (1,9).

If R > c¡" then g > 1, Gf= 1, and the fiee will gfow at its maximum raæ.

If R < q, then g < 1, GF g, and the actual tree growth will depend on the value g.

Once the height of the tree is determined, the DBH is calculated by using

Payandeh's equations [Paya73], relating height to DBH for the siæ classes "Good",

"Intermediate", and "Poor" respectively,

Hr(D) = e (7'0604 - 4'7542 * D-l)

Hz(D) = e (0'7078 - 2'0834* D-1)

H¡(D) = e (6'5308 - 4'0868 * D-l)

(4.13)

(4.r4)

(4.1s)
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5" Itesults and Future Ðevelopments

5.L Model .A.ssumptions

A number of assumptions have been made in this model. First, all the trees in the

plot are assumed to have the same longitude and latitude as the site's origin. Second, the

energy increment is based only on the light available for each individuat. Nutrient and water

availability are not considered as part of the growth factor- Third, the calculation of the

threshold plane is presently global and no calculation is given to local crowding. Fourth, the

radius of each crown base is assumed to be constant throughout the simulaúon period. And

f,rnally, the weather is assumed to be sunny throughout the entire period- On average, there

are more sunshine hours in the prairie provinces than in other provinces, according to

Environment Canada. Since our final tesúng plot is locaæd in Manitoba, it is reasonable to

assume that the weather is sunny throughout the modelling period.

5"2 Implementation

The simulation model was implemented in Pascal on a Quadra 605 with PowerPC

upgrade. A series of æsts using computer generated plots and various shade-intolerant

coefficients c were performed. The results of each of these tests was compared with

Payandeh's regression equations [Paya73]. The closest agreement occurred when cr = 0.85.

The model was subsequently ported to the Sun SPARCStation-2O/5l running SunOS-4.1.3

for longer simulation trials.
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5.3 Ohservations and Results

One of the largest test runs applied to this model was the set of data consisting of an

unthinned Jack Pine control plot in southeastern Ma¡ritoba [Bell74, Kenk96]. This plot is
still being monitored- The data were converted to the model's specified format as discussed

in Chapter 2.

The following parameters were used in the simulation:

Species attribuæs:

shade-intolerant coefficient (cl) = 0.85,

maximum internal energy (EmÐJ = L.25,

maximum initial internal energy = I.02,

Plot attributes:

siæ class = intermediate,

site location = longitude 97" 6', latitude 49" 54',

inception àfle = 15 years old,

Average of individual attribuæs:

initial average DBH = 4.64cm,

initial aveta5e height = 6.94 m,

initial average trunk height= 4-44 m,

Simulation control parameters :

simulation period - July 6, L952 to July 6,1972,

timeincrement=1hour.

X (in m)

Figure 5.1 The general site orientation of a plot.
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Figure 5.1 shows the site orientation of this particular plot. Figure 5.2 to Figure

5.10 display the results from the simulation. The density of this plot, in two-year intervals, is

shown in Figure 5.2(a) to Figure 5.2(Ð.Starting from Figure 5.2(c), it can be noæd that the

plot is evenly distributed, with the exception of the east side (right edge) and the south-east

corner of the plot (bottom right). This is due to the original local density being higher at

these two positions, and that there are no surrounding trees to shade them.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 give a closer look at several trees in the plor Trees 225 and229

died in October 1953 and August 1953, respectively. For tree 226,the change in internai

energy Àe is less than the change in internal energy Àe in the period prior to October 1953.

The same can be noted with respect to tree 222. Since the sun rises from the North-East

quadrant and sets at the North-V/est quadrant throughout the summer, trees 225 and 229

both have a very signif,rcant shading effect on trees 226 and222.Ttre absolute change in Àe

of tree 226 was higher than that of tree 222.This can be explained by the proximity of trees

225 and229. As seen in Figure 5.3, trees 225 and 229 were closer to tree 226 than to tree

222,hence afær trees 225 and229 died,t¡ee226 had a higher illuminating ratio.

This can also be seen in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8. The illuminating ratio of both

t¡ees 226 and 222 increased afær October 1953, with the absolute illuminating ratio

increment of tree 226 being higher than that of tree 222. This agrees with the absolute

change in Âe of tee226 being higher than for tree222.

It can be noted that tree 222 died in March 1955, and tree 226 died in March 1965.

Even though the absoluæ illuminating ratio of both trees increased afær October 1953, both

trees still underwent a "negative growth" Mou93a]. Negative growth occurs when the rate

of respiration exceeds the rate of photosynthesis, therefore, trees have to use the reserved

energy to compensate for the energy lost in respiration.
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Figure 5.2(a) Density Plot - July 6, 1952.
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Figure 5.2(b) Density Plot - July 6, 1954.
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Figure 5.2(e) Density Plot - July 6, 1960.
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Tree 226 could survive for approximaæly ûen years longer than tree 222 because,

after October 1953, tree 226 had a relatively higher internal energy and its average

illuminating ratio was also relatively higher. However, beween the period of October and

June in every growing season, the illuminating ratio of tree 226 was less than 0.85, hence

the inærnal energy gradually decreased until the tree dies. As the growth of certain trees in
the plot a¡e traced throughout the simulation process, the interaction between plants caused

by the light availability can be seen. Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 give a posiúve growth

example.

The simulation results shown in Figure 5.11 agree with Payandeh's [Paya73]
regression equaúons. However, when comparing with Bella's [Bell74] field observation, a

different death rate is observed, although the overall death rate is very close (Bella's - 58 Vo

versus model - 65 7o).

Simulation 

-Field 

Data Pavandeh

Date

500

Ç +so

Fim
R 3s0

H 300

; zso

8zcr
! rso
'2 1oo

Äso
0

Figure 5.11 Mortality Comparison
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One of the reason for this discrepancy is that Bella's fîeld observarion is made on

one single plot in southern Manitoba, whereas the data from Plonski's yield tables, from
which the model is calibrated, is based on a large number of plot observations. As
mentioned in Section 4.1, forest yield tables are summaries based on regression models of a
large number of forest stands. As such they represent an average behaviour and not
necessarily that of any individual stand-

V/hen the model is calibraæd in the early stage, all the parameters are ser so that rhe

results are as close to Payandeh's regression equations as possible. The agreement between

the simulation results and the Payandeh's regression equations indicate that the parameters

of the model are properly set. The data from Plonski's yield tables, which was used in the

calibration, did not describe the environmental conditions in detail. Hence, this factor was

not taken into account in the model. It can be noted that the environmental conditions of the

unthinned Jack Pine control plot may be different from that of the data collected by Plonski.

As such, this may contribute to the discrepancy between the simulation results and the field
data

It is also believed that this inconsistency stems from the fact that the model

considers only light availability and not other resou¡ce availability (such as soil and waær)

during the simulation. In addition, the model's results may be resuicted to the assumptions

detailed in Section 5.1.

It is noted that the mortality trend for the control plot from 1972 to 1992 is very

simular to the simulation result for the period which ran from July 6, 1952 to July 6, 1972-

This æmporal displacement can be adjusæd by modifîng the shade-intolerant coefficient and

other parameærs in the model.

Using QuickTime movie application, the model's results can be seen graphically.

The following eight snapshots are extracted from the QuickTime movie created by

compiling the large amount of data that results from the simulation. Figures 5.12(a) to (h)

show the density of the control plot at different stages throughout the simulation. The

thinning proæss and the growth pattern can be easily observed.
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Figure 5.12(b) Snapshot on July 6,1954.
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Figure 5.12(d) Snapshot on July 6, 1958.
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Figure 5.I2(e) Snapshot on July 6, 1960.

Figure 5.12(Ð Snapshot on July 6, 1962.
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Figure 5.12(9) Snapshot on July 6, 1964.

Figure 5.12(h) Snapshot on July 6, 196ó.
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5"4 About The Model

Simulation of the boreal forest at an individual plant level is a process that is
computationally inænsive. Applying a shading analysis that uses the ray tracing æchnique

increases the comput¿tion time by a considerable amount. However, as Zeide tz€id8gl
pointed out in his study, light is one of the most important factors in tree growth. Hence,

this model takes the approach that using a more accurate method to calculate the light
availability of each individual tree is of more importance than the length of time it requires to

perform the computation.

This model can provide a better understanding of the shading effect in plant to plant

inæractions. It also demonskates how the dynamics of the boreal forest are influenced by

the light variation in the growth and spatial pattern. Beer-Lambert's Law considers light as

"diffused", not as a quantity with vector properties. It uses the height of the plant relative to

the average height of surrounding trees to deærmine the inadiance index at various levels of
the canopy Mou93l. Rather than using Beer-Lambert's Law and the inærplant distance to

model the plant to plant interaction as was approached in other studies [Botk72, Shug84,

Shug77, Mou93l, the shading determination algorithm developed in this study can provide a

more accurate measurement for light energy, which is one of the most important factors in

the self thinning process.

The illuminating ratio calculaæd from shading analysis by the ray-tracing approach

is used in the formulae for height and DBH growth- The implementation of the formulae

and the illuminating ratio is kept at a higtrly independent level, so that, when applied to other

models, the formulae for height and DBH growth can be changed without altering the

development of the illuminating ratio. In this study, a generic shading analysis engine was

developed so that it could be poræd into various models, where light availability is parr of
the growth consideration, to increase the accuracy of the light availability calculation.

All of the parameters described in this study a¡e read in from a text input file. This

provides the flexibility to æst different plots and various combination of the parameters.

Again all of the implementation was kept as highly independent as possible, so that further

enhancements or modification could be easily implemenæd.
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5"5 Future Developments

This study uses a global approach when dealing with the threshold plane. All of the

trees in the stand share the same threshold plane because, in evaluating the threshold plane,

the average height, average area per tree and density of the plot were used. It can be noted

that the threshold plane can be defined locally for each tree. One possible method is to
consider the average height and density within a certain neighbouring area rather than the

whole plot. A second method is to apply the Dirichlet-Thiessen æssellation æchnique to

deærmine the "area potential available", as mentioned in Kenkel et al [Kenk89], for all the

tees in the ploL A possible development is to build a model with a local threshold plane.

The actual location of the plot in Bella's observation [Bell74] is not carried on in an

open area. In this model, all the edges are open, whereby, three of the four sides do not have

any shading effect from other trees. Mou [Mou93a] suggests that one way to solve this

edge effect is by giving trees locaæd near one edge of the plot access to and competition

from the trees at the opposiæ edge. Realistically, it cannot be assumed that the same ray of

light will hit one tree and wrap around ¡o hit another tree on the other side.

Another way to overcome this problem is to add more trees along the edge to

implement some shading effect onto those trees. However, this approach also brings up

another question, "How many trees are enough to simulate the shading effect onto the trees

along the edge?". The objective of this srudy was to concentrate on developing the shading

deærminaúon algorithm by using the ray tracing technique, and since edge effects do not

affect the correctness and effrciency of this algorithm, this model presently ignores edge

effects. A possible further development is to include edge effects in the model.

To overcome the constant weather assumption, the model can dynamically adjust the

shading-intolerant coefficient to reflect the changing weather. For example, on a sunny day,

70Vo of the surface being illuminated may be enough compared to 977o illumination on a

cloudy day. This can be shown by either adjusting the shading-intolerant coefficient

according to the current weather.
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Appendix A. Fdormal randotrn variates

In this model, the height, age and DBH of the trees were assumed to be normaily

disuibuæd, and only the theoretical mean and standard deviation for each of these attributes

were kepl In situations where the attribuæs were not normally distributed, the appropriate

parameters would then be required. For example, a gamma distribution would require the cr

and p parameters.

If N is a random variable that is distributed normally with mean 0 and standard

deviation 1, then a new random variable N'can be generated, such that N'has a mean p and

standard deviation ô, using the following formula:

N,=p+õN.

As a result, we can concentrate on standard normal variate generation.

Generating norrnal random variates

The Polar Method developed by Marsaglia and Bray was used in this model to

generat€ the normal variates. This method was an improvement of Box and Muller's

[Kind76] algorithm and eliminates the trigonometric calculation. The Polar Method was

easier to implement and faster than Box and Muller's method by about 27Vo when

computational time was compared [Law82]. Other fasær algorithms have been developed

but they are more complicated to implement and unnecessary for our purposes [Kind76].
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The Polar Method Algorithm:

Repeat

Vr <- 2 * Uniforrn(0,1) - 1

YZ?2*Unifonn(O,l)-1
W <- Y12 +Y22

Until W < 1

Yê
Xt<-Vr*Y
XZ<-VZ*Y

Return CXrXÐ

Afær each pass, two random variates were generated. This proved to be useful for

keeping synchronization in the use of common random numbers by the variance-reduction

technique [Kind76].
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Appendix B" Equations Surnmary

The equatior¡s to calculate the 4 vertÍces of any two triangles:

C = (ro sin (nB), h, t0 cos (np))

D = (ro sin ((n+l)F), h0, rs cos ((n+l)Þ))

E = (rr sin (np), h+ Àh, 11 cos (np))

F = (rr sin ((n+l)p), h0+ Âh, 11 cos ((n+1)Ê))

The empirical equation for the subtended angle at the top of the tree, 20:

e=4
s0-iå

The equation of the crown base radius:

ro=Cn*tan0'

The parametric equation of point S (x, y, z) on the light ray L wittt origin at vertex

A (xO' yO, zO):

¡ç=x¡*sâ,
y=yg*sb,
7= Zg* *.
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The projection of L onto the xz-plane:

mx-z-mX¡+t0=0.

Perpendicular distance d between the center O (x¡, yi, zi) of the neighbouring tree
and the point S (x, y, z) on the light ray L, with ray L starting from vertex A(xo, yo,

zo)z

,_mxi-zi-mxO+20
r/m2 + (-1)2

,m- | 

-ì

{m2+1
*.-( |

\ l.--
r/m¿ + I

The parameter s of the intersection point S on the light ray L:

t=fu(xi - xo) .#@i-zo).

The height (y-attribute) of the intersection point S on the light ray L:

y = yo . lpiæ(xi - xd . Aiê(", - 
"d]b ,

The equation of the crown radius r' at various height h':

r' h-h'
;= ch '

-, _r*h-r*h'¡-C¡'

=K-(åh'\-h'

r*h
wnefe Il- =-=- = COnStå.nt .Lh

_ mxg-20
Li---
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The equation of the illumination ratio R:

f(J o L)
t-tE 

-

I(W'L)

where L is the unit sun vector, W is the set of vertices that are in the same half-plane as the

unit sun vecûor, and J is the set of all the vertices being illuminaæd.

The equation of the initial internal energy I :

I=Emax*IEFactor*H,

where EmaK is the maximum inærnal energy value, IEFactor is the initial energy factor, and

H=min tl ,ffi1,
where Rp is defined as the illuminating ratio of the previous year, prior to the starting date of

the simulation

The equation of the energy increment indicator g :

I total enerw increment
v--1Þ ø totat posslble energy mcrement

illumination ratio R

N=K*#,

shade tolerant coefficient cr

R

ct

The empirical equation of the change in internal energy Âe:

Âe = N * (A * ec8 + B * e-c8 - F),

where A, B and c are constants, g is the energy increment and
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where K is the energy increment per year when the tree is totally unshaded, Àt is the

incremental time expressed in days, and F is an adjustment factor, such that when g = l, Âe

-0

The equation of, the threshold plane T:

a= havg - D + tan(p),

where h"u, is the average height of the stand, and D is the average inter-distance between

two trees

D= Z *CavB

where Cavg ß the average radius of the bonom of the crorwn,

l^
C"ug = \;

where A is the average area per tree.

The equations of the crown growtfr:

P' -@- nzc)tuffi&] +H2c+r,

- (P - H2c) [t . r!t#] + H2c + r,

=(P-H2C)F+H2C',

. G-T"wnefets=l+r-=:n - n2C'

If the illuminating ratio is less than the shade-intolerant coefficient cr, or the trunk

height is higher than the threshold plane, Tg is set to 0.

P'= (P - H2C) (1 + F:ffæ) + H2C',

.Gsmce F=l+h-H-æ
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The functions which relate height to age

"Intermediate", and "Foor" respectively,

Hr(A) =e(4'5966 - 25'105 * A'1)

Hz(A) = s (4'457 | - 27'413 * A-1)

H¡(A) -eØ'3027 -30'748 * A-r)

for the site classes "Good",

f*(h) is defined as the inverse function of H*(A), where x is the siæ class. If the tree has

height h, the apparent age of this t¡ee can be determined from the inverse function fxft), the

change in height Âh from age f(h) to f(h)+Âa is given by:

Âh = H(f(h) + Âa) - H(f(h))

where Âa is the age increment va¡iable.

The actual height growth Âh'is given by the following formula, which includes a

growth factor G¡ :

Àh'=h+G¡*(^h).

where Gr = min (1,9).

If R > a, then g > 1, GF 1, and the tee will grow at its maximum raæ.

If R < cr, then g < 1, GF g, and the actual tree growth will depend on the value g.

The functions which relate height to DBH for the site classes "Good",
"Intermediate", and "Poor" respectively,

Hr(D) = e Q'0604 - 4J542*' D-l)

Hz(D) = e (0'7078 - 2'0834* D-1)

H¡(D) = e (6'5308 - 4'0868 * D-1)
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The following parameters were used in the simulation:

Species attributes:

shade-intolerant coefficient (c) = 0.85,

maximum internal energy (EmÐJ = t-25,

morimum initial inærnal energy = 1.02,

Plot anribuæs:

site class = intermediate,

siæ location = longitude 9'1" 6',latitude 49" 54',

inception âge = 15 years old,

Average of individual atributes:

initial aYerage DBH = 4.64 cm,

initial average height = 6.94 m,

initial average trunk height= 4.44 m,

Simulation control parameters :

simulation period = July 6,1952 to July 6,1972,

timeincrement= t hour.
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Appendix C. Program Listing

Following listing only include the major component of the simulation. All the

input/output routine, general vector manipulation, and the graphical user interface is not

shown.

progra¡n creegrowth ( input, output, conlrol, setting, treedata, out f i le ) ;

#include 'global.hu
#include'matrix.ho
#include nastro.hn
#include 'shading.h'
#include "growth.h'
#include "treeio.hu
#include oinit.h"

begin
resets(conEro1, controlname) ;
readln(conlro1, settingname) ;

. readln(conÈrol, treedataname) ;
readln (control, outfilename) ;
close (conErol) ;

rewrite (outfi1e, outfilename) ;
initvars,'
setupattrib;
if opentreefile then

begin
writeln('Input data accepÈed, SEart building the scene.');
if buitdthescene (Èhescene) then

begin
writeln('Start plane-normal initial calculation-' ) ;
calnvectors;
writeln('Start define the initial- threshold plane.'),'
def inethresholdplane ( starEdate ) ,'

writeln('start define initial internal energy-' ) ;
defineinternalenergy ( sÈartdate, 3 65 ) ;
writeln('Start simulation: .');
growth(sEartdate, incrdate, numdates) ;
wriÈeln('Simlation done.' ) ;
writeln(outfile,'program done.' ) ;
end;

end;
end.
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(----- this procedure will calculate the normal vector on )
( every vertices. -----)

procedure calnvectors;

var
¡r r rrnl.r.i . nl-rì nl- r .
vs¡¡vvJ

currPlane: PlanePtri
currvertice : verticeptrt
cumvecEor: vectror;
Èheplist: PlanearraY;
num: integer;
index, i, j: integer,'

begin (calnvectors)
currobj := Èhescene.objlist;
while currobj <> nil do

begin
if currobj^'info^-sÈoredenergy > tolerant Èhen

begin
fori:=0to

numofangleinterval * numofcrowninterval do
theplist Ii] .numofPlane := 0;

currplane := currobj^'Planelist;
while currplane <> nil do

begin
currplane^.n : = normalvecÈor (currplane^ -v1-^ 'v,

currplanen .v2n .v,
currPlane^.v3^.v) ,'

index := cürf,Þlane^.vl-^.idx;
j := t,heplistIindex] .numofPlane;
ì .- -i ¡ '1.
) .- J I Lt

ÈheplistIindex] .ptjl := currplane;
theplist Iindex] .numofplane z= j ì

index := currplane^.v2^. idx;
j := theplist Iindex] .numofPlane;
ì .- i ¿ 1.
) .- J ' -'
theplisÈ[index] .ptjl := currplane;
theplistIindex] .numofplane == j'ì

index := currplane^.v3^. idx;
j := theplisttindexl -numofPlane;
i .- i ¡ 'l .
) .- ) | ¿t

theplist Iindex] .ptjl := currplane,'
theÞIist. Iindex] .numofPlane ,= j;

currPlane := cufrPlane^.nxÈP;
end; (whi1e)

currvertice : = currobj^.verticelist;
while currverÈice <> nil do

begin
assignzerovecÈor ( cumvector ) ;
num := 0;

index := currverÈice^.idx;
for i := l- to theplistlindex].numofplane do

begin
currplane := theplist Iindex] .pIiJ ;
cumvector := vectorsum(currplane^'n,

cumvector) ;
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ôññ.

vectorscalemulÈ(1 / theplistIindex] .numofpIane,
cumvector, currverEice^.n) ;

currvertice := cufrveftice^.nxEv;
endi (whi1e)

end; (if)
currobj := currobj^.nxtobj ;

end; {while)
end; (calnvectors)

{-------- --------*---}
procedure definethresholdplane (thedate : datetime),'

ttâ F

v: vector;
thedtl, thedt2: datsetime;
tanthetal-: real;
areapertree, interdist: real;

begin {def ineEhresholdplane }
Èhedt1 := EhedaÈei
thedt2 := thedate;
sunriseset(Ehedtl-, plot.1ng, plot.1at, EhedEl'Èime, thedt2.Eime) ;
thedE2.time:= t,hedtl-.time + (thedt2.Èime - thedtL.Eime) / 2;
thedtl-.time :- thedtl.time + (thedt2'time - chedtl-time) * (L -

shadetolerantcoeff ) ;

sunvector (thedtl-, p1ot.1ng, p1ot.lat, v) ;
tanthetal := v.y ,/ sqrt(1 - sqr(v.y) );
areapertree := (plot.width * plot 'height) / plot.density,'
intserdist := 2 * sqrt (areapertree ¡ pj-) i
thresholdplane := plot.avgheight - (tanthetal * intserdist);

end; {def inethresholdplane}

f------- .l"his nrocedure will initialize the internal energy )( -.--v E-

( of all the trees in the plot. -----)

procedure defineinternalenergry (thedate: daEetime;
numofday: integer);

const
IE-constant = 1-;

var
j: inÈeger;
dtinc: datetime;
oneday: datetime;
sunrisetime, sunsettime: real;
toÈalinterval : integer;
illuminaÈedratio : real;
h,k: real;
currobj: objptr;

begin {def ineinternalenergrY)
k := ln(shadetolerantcoeÉf/IE-consÈant),'
thedaLe.year := t.hedat.e-Year - 1;
zerodE (oneday) ;
toÈalinterval : = 0;
oneday.day := tì
for j := L to numofday do

begin {for}
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if not iswinter(thedate) Lhen
begin

sunriseset (thedat,e, plot.1.g, p1ot. IaE, sunrisetime,
sunset,t.ime),-

zerodt. (dtinc) ;
dtinc.time : = daifyÈimeinc;
t,hedate.time := sunrisetime;
while t.hedat.e.time < sunsett,ime do

begin
sunvect.or(thedate, plot,.1ng, plot..1aÈ,

lightsourcevectsor ) ;
developshading;
shadingdeterminat, ion ;

incremenÈdt. (thedate, dtinc) ;
totalinterval := totalinterval + 1;

end;
end;

incrementdt (t.hedate, oneday) ;
an¿l . f €arìe..s, ( !v¡ J

if totalint,erval >= 1 then
begin

currobj := t.hescene-objlist;
while currobj <> ni1 do

wiÈh currobj^.info^ do
begin {with}

ill-uminatedratio := cumunshadedratio,/
toEalinterval-;

cumunshadedratio := 0;
h := lç / (In(illuminatedratio,/fE_constanÈ) ) ;
sEoredenergy := maxenergy *

initialenergryfactor * h;
if storedenergy > maxenergy then

storedenerg'y := ¡¡êxêrl€1:gyi
currobj := currobj^,nxtobj ;

end; (with and while)
on¡l .

end; {def ineinternalenergry)
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t-------- ------- r

procedure growth (stdatse, incdatse: dat,etime;
numofdates: inteoer) :

latdeg, latmin, longdeg, longrmin: inÈeger,.
thedaEe: dateÈime;
^tlFFl-rêê. 

i?êêFô^hl_?.vvtsg.,

begin (growth)
setupgrowthpara;

wriÈeln(outfi1e, 'program started . .');
writeln (outf ile) ,'

writeLn(outf il-e, 'sun energTy factor i ' ,
sunenergyfact.or : I :2);

writeln(outfile, 'shading tolerant coeff. : ',
shadetolerantcoeff : 8 :2);

writeln(outfile, 'stored energy coeff. : ',
inEenergrycoeff : 8 :2)¡

writeln(outfile, 'daily Eime inc. : ',
dailyt.imeinc : 8 :2);

writeLn(outfiLe, 'ma,x. energy. : ', maxenergry : I z 2) ¡
writeln(outfile, 'initial energry factor i ',

initialenergryfactor : I :2)¡
writeln
wriÈeln
writeln
writeln
writeln
writeln
writeln
writeln
writeln

writeln(outfile, 'plot atÈributes: ' ) ;
with ploE do

begin
latdeg := t,runc(lat);
latmin := round((1at - latdeg) * 60);
'lnna.{aa .- l-¡r¡a/'lna\ .¿v¿¿ìJVe9 q¡¡e \ ¡¡¿}J, ,
longrmin := round( (lnS - longdeg) * 60) ;
wriÈe(outfi1e, latdeg, ' ',

laEmin, ' ',
longdeg, ' ',
longrmin);

write(outfile, ' ', widt,h: 5 .2, ' ',
height : 5 z 2)¡

writeln(outfile, ", tilt : 5 i 2, ",
elevation : 5 :2);

end;
writeln (ouEf ile, st.artdate.year mod 100, ' ' ,

startdate.mont,h, ' ' ,
startdate.day);

writeln(outfile, incrdaEe.year, ",
incrdate.month, ' ',
incrdate.day);

writeln (outfí1e, numdaEes) ;
wriÈeln(outfile, plot..avgage : 8 .2, ' ',

plot,.avgheight : I .2, ' ',
plot.avgdbh: 8 :2, ' ',
p1ot.soil);

writeln(outf ile , '9999 7777 5555 3333') ,-

outfile);
ouÈfile, 'crown interval : ', nurnofcrowninterval : 3);
outfile, 'ang1e int,erval : ', numofangleinÈerval : 3);
outfile);
outfile,'ar',ê:8=4)¡
outfile, 'b : ', b, 8 : 4)¡
outfile,'c!',c:824);
outfile, 'd: ', d: 8 : 4)¡
outfile);
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writeln (outf ile) ,.

writeln (outf ile, ' st.at,ic tree information: ' ) ;currt,ree 3= plot.trees^.nexL;
while currÈxee <> nil do

begin
wriEeln(outfile, currÈree^.x: g : 2, , ,,

currtree^.2 : I i 2, ' ',
currt,ree^.species, ",
currtree^.inceptionage : I :2)¡

currtree := currt.ree^.next,;
end;

wriÈeln (ouÈfile, '9999 9999 9999 9999,) ¡w¡iEeln(outfile);

currEree := plot.trees^.next;
write(outfi1e,'date:' ) ;
st.ringdate (stdaEe) ;
wriÈeln(outfile);
whiLe currtree <> nil do

begin
write(outfile, currtree^.condition: 8 :4, ",

currÈree^.radius : I . 4,,',
currtree^.dbh:8:5);

writ,eln(outfile, ' ', currtree^.h2crown : I i 4, , ,,
currtree^.height,:8 z 4, ' ,,

:T:*;:::::ffffi3;:å13i"i,3 i t'.n,','
currtree := currtree^.next,.

end;
e¡riteLn(outfi1e, '9999 8888 7777 6666');
writeln (outf i1e ) ,-

Èhedate := stdate;
whilenumofdat.es>0do

begin
growthetrees (thedate, incdate.day) ;
incrementdt (thedate, incdate) ;

currtree := plot.trees^.next,.
wriEe(outfile,'date:, ) ;
stringdate ( thedate ),'
writeln(ouÈfile) ;
while currtree <> nil do

begin
write(outfile, currtree^.condition: g : 4, ' ,,

currtree^,radius :8 = 4, ' ',currtree^.dbh:8:5);
writeln(outfiLe, '', currtree^.h2crown: g i 4, , ,,

currtree^.height : I i 4,,',
currtree^.st.oredenergy : 8 = 4,
currtree^.cumunshadedratio : I z 4) ¡currtree^.cumunshadedratio := 0;

cufl'tfee := cufrtrec^_nc:¡'|- :

end;
writeln(outfi1e, '9999 8888 777'/ 6666')¡
writeln(outfile);

numofdat.es := numofdates - 1;
end;

writeln(outfiIe, 'program finished at - ');
end; {growth}
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{------- this procedure wilr grow the trees from thedate by numofday ){ days, afEer rhe numofdays, it wirr update the hei}hi ãr tr," I( crees. -------:-
procedure growthetrees (thedate: dat.etime;

numofday: integer);
var

j, Eotalint.erval: integer;
dÈinc, oneday : daEetime,.
sunriset,ime, sunseEt,ime: reaL;

begin (growthetrees)
zerodt (oneday) ;totalinterwal := 0;
oneday.day := 1;
for j := 1 to numofday do

begin (for)
if not, iswinter(thedat.e) t.hen

beoin
sunriseset(thedaÈe, plot.lng, ploE.lat, sunrisetime,

Sunsêl-l-ìmcì'

zerodt (dtinc) ;
dt.inc.time := dailytimeinc,.
thedat,e.time := sunrisetime;
while t,hedate.time < sunsettime do

begin
sunvector(thedate, plot.lng, p1ot.1at,

lightsourcevect,or) ;
developshading;
shadingdeterminat ion ;

incrementdt (Èhedate, dtinc) ;totalinterval := total_interval + 1;
end,.

end;
increment,dt (thedate, oneday) ;end; {for}

if totalint,erval >= 1 then
begin

updateinÈernalenergy (thedate, numofday, totalinterval ),.calnvect,ors;
end;

end; (growthetrees)
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( ------ ------)
procedure developshading;

var
currobj, testobj: objptr;
currwertice : verLiceptr;
v¡rìx, vmz, lvl-en2d: reaI,.
t1, t2: vector;
positionÈest: real;

begin (developshading)
tl-.x := fightsourcevector.x;
È1.y := 0;
EL.z := ligfhtssourcevector.zì

1v1en2d := sqrt ( (lightsourcevect.or.x * light.sourcevector.x) ?(lightsourcevector.z * lightsourcevector.z) ) ;if 1v1en2d > tolerant then
begin

vltìx := lightsourcevector.x / 1v1en2d;
vmz := lightsourcevector.z / Ivl_en2d,.

end,'

currobj := t,hescene.objlist;
while currobj <> ni1 do

begin
if currobj^.info^.storedenergy > tolerant, then

begin
currvertice : = currobj ^,verticelist,.
while currvertice <> nil do

begin
currvert ice^ . dotpdt. : =

dotproduct (currvertice^ . n,
lightsourcevector) ,-currverÈice^.shaded :=

(currvertice^.dotpdt < 0) ;
currverÈice := currvertice^.nxtv,-

end,' (whi1e)

testobj := thescene.objlist;
whil_e testobj <> nil do

ÞegLn
t2.x z- testobj^. info^.x - currobj^. info^.x,-
t2.y z- 0;
t2.z := test,obj^.info^-z - currobj^.info^.2;
posiÈionÈest := dotproduct(t1_, E2) ;

if (not (positiontest < 0) ) and
(testobj <> currobj) and
(testobj^.info^.storedenergy > tolerant) then
begin

currvertice : = currobj ^,verticelist,.
while currvert.ice <> nil do

begin
if not currvert.ice^.shaded then

begin
if 1v1en2d < tolerant then

currvert ice^ . shaded : =isshadedspecial (

currvert ice,
testobj^.info)

eLse
currvert ice^ . shaded : =
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ôñ¿l -

{ -----

isshadedgeneral (

currvert, ice,
light,sourcevector,
testobj^. info,
lvlen2d, vrìx, \¡mz )

end;
currvertice := currvertice^.nxtv;

end,. (while)
end;

test.obj := tesEobj^.nxtobj,.
end; (whi1e)

end; {if}
currobj := currobj^.nxtobj ;end; {whi1e}

{ deve lopshading }

Ehis function will accep! a point, a on one Eree, ]the sun vector, and a tree pointed by the tree )pointer thetree. it will then return true if the )poinÈ a is shaded by the thetree, ot,herwise return j
false -----r

function isshadedgeneral (a: verticeptr,.
sunv: vector;
thetree : treerecptr,.
d, vrnx, vmz : real ) : boolean;

ltâ r

r: real-;
op: real;
s : real,.
yint: real;
temp: boolean;

begin (isshadedgeneral)
temp := falsei
op := abs(vmz * (thetree^,x - a^.v.x)

\¡mx * (thetsree^.2 - an -v.z));
íf (thetree^.radius > op) then

begin
s := (rrmx * (thetree^,x - a^.v_x) + r¡mz *

(t,hetree^.2 - an.v.z)) / d;
ifs>0then

beqin
yint := a^.v.y + s * sunv.y,.
if (thetree^.height >= yint) and

(yint >= theEree^.h2crown) then
begin

r := thetree^.radius *
(Èhetree^.height - yint) /(thetree^.height - t,hetree^. h2crown)

temp:= (r > op) or (abs(r - op) < delta)
end;

end;
end;

isshadedgeneral := temp;
end; (isshadedgeneral)

(----- this funct,ion will accept. a point, a on one tree ){ and a tree pointed by the Eree point.er thetree. i( it will then reEurn t,rue if the point a is shaded. )( by the t.hetree, otherwise return false ---------)
function isshadedspecial (a: verticeptr;
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thetree: treerecptr) : boolean;

var
r: real,.
op: real;
temp: boolean;

begin (isshadedspecial)
Èemp := false;
op : = sqrt (sqr (thet,ree^.x - a^.v.x) + sqr (Ehetree^ -z - an .w.z) \ ;if (thetree^.radius t oe) and (thetree^.height. >= a^.v.y) and(a^.v.y >= thetree^.h2crown) t.hen

begin
r:= t,het,ree^.radius * (thetree^.height - -^_r.y) /(thetree^.heigfhE - theÈree^.h2crown) ;
temp := (r > op) or (abs(r - op) < delta);

end;
isshadedspecial := temp;

end,' { is shadedspecial }

{----- Èhis procedure wilL calculate the Èotal energry absorbed by each }
{ Lree after the shading determination ----------)

procedure shadingdeterminat, ion ;

var
currobj: objptr;
unshaded, total: real;
currvertice : verticeptr,.

begin (shadingdetermination]
currobj := thescene.objlist;
while currobj <> nil do

begin
if (currobj^.info^.storedenergy > tolerant) then

becrin
currvertice := currobj^.verticelist;
unshaded := 0i
tot.al : = 0;

while (currvertice <> nil) do
begin

if (currvertice^.dotpdt >= 0) then
begin

total := total + currvertice^.dotpdt,.
if not currvertice^.shaded then

unshaded := unshaded +
currvertice^ . dotpdt;

end,' t if l
currvertice := currvertice^.nxtv:

end; (while)

with currobj^.info^ do
cumunshadedratio := cumunshadedratio +

unshaded / total ,-

end;
currobj := currobj^.nxtobj ;

end; {while}
end; {shadingdetermination}

{-------- -----}
procedure updateinternalenergy (thedate: datetime;

numofday: inEeger;
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totalinterval- : integer) ;

vaI
illuminatedratio : real ;
apparent,age: real;
thegrowth: real;
currobj: objptsr;
initialdbh, finaldbh: real;
currvertice : verticeptr;
f, k, k2, k3: real;
f ractionday: real,'
l-nÈa-l lr Èal-e 1¡lhh . rc¡ I .

numoflivetree : integer;

begin {updateinternal-energry }
{-nÈa11r .- ô.

totaldbh := 0i
numoflivet,ree := 0;

fractionday := numofday / 365.25¡
k2 := (a * exp(c) ) + (b * exp(d) );
k3 := intenergrycoeff * fractionday;
currobj := Èhescene.objlist;
while currobj <> nil do

with currobj^.info^ do
begin (with)

if storedenergy > tolerant Èhen
beoin

cumunshadedratio :=
cumunshadedratio / totalinterval;

illuminatedratio i=
cumunshadedratio,/ shadetolerantcoeff ;

storedenergry := storedenergty +
k3 " ((a * exp(c *
illuminatedratio)) + (b *
exp(d * illuminatedratio)) - k2);

if storedenergry > maxenergry then
storedenergry := maxenergy;

end;

if storedenergry > tolerant then
begin

apparentage z= i;r2age (height);
if illuminaÈedratio < L then

begin
thegrowth := illuminatedratio *

(age2h(apparentage +
fracÈionday) - heighÈ) ;

if thresholdplane > h2crown then
k := (1 - sqr(illuminatedratio)) *

(thresholdplane - h2crown) *
fractionday;

if ((h2crown+k) > (height+thegrowth)) then
beqin

k := t.hegrowth,'
- -.{

eLse
k := 0;

end
else

begin
t-honrnr.rt-þ := age2h(apparenEage +- 

.r*ofday / 365.25) - height;
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k := 0;
end;

f := t + ((thegroerEh - k) / (heiqht - h2crown));
iniÈialdbh := þf,dbh(heigrht) ;
height := heighË + thegrowth;
finaldbh := h2dbh(heights) ;
dbh := dbh + finaldbh - initialdbh;
totalh := t.otalh + heighE;
t,otaldbh := Eotaldbh + dbh;
numofLivet.ree := numoflivetree + 1,-

currvertice : = currobj^.vert,icelist;
while currvertice <> nil do

begin
currverEice^.v.y := ( (currvertice^.v.y -

h2crown) * f) +
h2crown + k;

currvertice := currverÈice^.nxtv;
endi

h2crown := h2crown + k,.
end

else
storedenergry : = 0;

currobj := currobj^.nxtobj,-
end; (with and while)

plot.avgheight := totalh / numoflivetree,-
ploÈ.avgdbh := Èotal-dbh / numoflivetree;
plot.density := numoflivetree;
def inethresholdplane ( thedate ) ;

end; (updateinternalenergy)
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